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APPENDIX

FOREWORD

"A social revolution related to aging and
to retirement patterns has begun in this
·nation. We are now paying great social,
psychological and economic costs for our
failure to deal with vital questions
related to the role of the elderly in ·
American society. We will pay even more
unless the government organizes far more
efficiently than it has this far in the
field of aging."
The Administration on Aging - Or Successor?
A Report by an Advisory Council to the
United States Senate Special Committee
on Aging, October 1971 (92nd Congress 1st
Session)
This nation is accustomed to thinking in terms of
placing the aging in nursing homes when they become frail in
body and weak in spirit.

The nursing home industry has captured

the eyes of the American public and the government's support
of this industry has helped keep the aged away from society.
Ralph Nader's Study Group Report on Nursing Homes,
!~ast. ?e.&.:r:..'l:Z§tt.~._o.!l,

OL.IL.AQIL!h:!!

a Bantam Book published ,July 1971, verifies

this fact.
This research team was completely unaware that some
i

of their proposals based on European programs are on ..·going
programs in California.

They described as rare

States programs concerned wi-th special housing needs of the
aging, i.e. good heating, bell alarms, convenien-t placement
of bathtubs.

These items and many more, such as nightlights

in hallways, no slippery rugs, all stairways shall be l\:ept
free of obstruction, are a part of residential care home
licensing regulations in California.

His group discusses

"boarding out schemes" in England whereby prlvate households
take in the elderly.

California has had licensing regulations

for the small boarding home since the 19L!-O' s.

They state on

pages 134 and 135 in reference to the United Statesa
"The practical alternatives for an aged
person in need of limited care are a paltry
threea hospitalization, institutionalization
in a nursing home or a life with a younger
more capable relative ..... thousands of older
people have serious health problems due to
deficient diets. They do not need a nursing
home - and the already crowded nursing homes
do not need them - but for many the nursing
home is the only alternative."
This is a very alarming statement to read when there
are those of us who know about residential care home living

ii

as an alternative.
responsibility to

The federal government needs to take the
deve~lop-a~t-6-tal-h.ome -careprograiiiwnlcn-

includes health care for the nation patterned after many
existing operations in California - independent living,
congregate living including personal care and nursing home all on the same grounds with the same administrative staff.
Ralph Nader's group, totally unaware of this type living in
California, refers to similar care as, "the most exciting
Danish experiment," (page 1.53)

They also state that, "perhaps

the most importan·t contribution of Denmark to the care of the
aged is also the simplest and could easily be attempted in
the United States" (page 1.53) which is unannounced inspections
of nursing homes,

To my knowledge there have always been

unannounced visits to California's residential care homes.
What Nader's group is proposing as something new in care for
the aging has been an on-going program in California since
the 1940's for the boarding homes and 19.50's for the large
(over 1.5) residential care home.

Why has California's program

of residential care home living for the aging with its strong
component of social-recreational programs received such little

iii

or no recognition by people within and outside government?
--- - - - - -

----- -------

-------

- -- - -

---

-

----------------------

As early as August 23, 1946 there appeared in the California
State Department of Social Welfare Boarding Home Manual
(now obsolete) Section III-750 Standards for recreation,
social anct religious activities.
The intent of my project is to recognize the
importance of the residential care home administrator by
providing him or her with a training curriculum in order to
have additional knowledge upon which to base program
planning,

Perhaps, someday, these administrators will be

recognized for providing a unique type of care outside as
well as inside California.

iv

INTRODUCTION

When beginning the masters degree program, I was
a specialist in
the field of aging as a licensing represent.
.

ative for residential care homes in the State of California.
This was for a period from December 1966 - September 1967
and November 1968 until Il'iarch 1972.

During the intervening

years I was a pyschiatric social worker handling primarily
an aging caseload.

A reorganization of the State Department

of Social Welfare took place in OCarch of 1972.

During the

past four years I have been accumulating material in the
field of aging with the thought of writing something meaningful for those who work with the aging and aged.

My

interest in doing research in this field developed because
in the northern part of the State there were no training
courses, institutes or seminars offered for licensing representatives to assist us in our job performance.

W:y know-

ledge was obtained in three waysa word of mouth from a co-worker
who had been in the State Department of Social Welfare as one of
the first licensing

represen·~ative

-1-

for all facilities loca:tGd

. ----in_c_e_ntr9J___(Ja1_ifornia ••• from

~rulare

County north to Mono a.nd

Siskiyout experience in ·t;he field observing the aged and talking to knowledgeable administrators who had been pioneering
in care programs for the aging.
Those licensing representatives located in the Los
Angeles area had the opportunity of periodically attending an
institute, lecture or seminar offered at universities such as
University of Southern California or University of California
Los Angeles where interest in the field of aging was developing.

In fact, the University of Southern California was

getting ready to build the Ethel Persy Andrus Gerontology
Center which was completed in 1972.
When looking for a project topic, my intention was
to secure as much information as possible in the area of
social interaction of the aged, in particular how the environmeni; of a residential care home increased social interaction.
Through observing and applying the State of California
licensing regulations I felt that residential care home living
could contribute to the well-being of the elderly by providing
opportunities for social interaction.

. . z_

Licensing regulations

state there shall be a social-recreat:i.onal program.

-- -- - -Tnan· a~~empt-~t~o~securemRt-eri:al · on~s-o·c:ta-1 ··inter----action I used as resources the University of Pacific Library,
Stockton Public Library, California State Library, State
Department of Social Welfare Library and I referred to Books
in

Print~>

Very little material was available.

1969 and holds true today.

This was in

The only book was Irving Rosow•s

usocial Integration of the Aged".

I then contacted Mr. Lloyd·.

Halvorson, Executive Director, California Homes for the Aging,
Sacramento, to discuss persons he knew who were involved in
the field of aging to interview.

From his suggestions and

pex·sons o:r my knowledge, I was able to interview eleven persons
and obtain a written report from the Chairman of the California
Commission on Aging.

These interviews, the written report,

an annotated bibliography of 1.5 books, a research project I
conducted at a residential care home, and extensive continual
reviewing of literature totaled to voluminous material.

After

months of culling, the decision was made to develop a curriculum for administrators of' residential care homes.
this an immediately

reachable

-3-

Not only was

goal bu't it can meet a current

need,
·· ·- 'to

In addition, it can easily be expanded at a later date

c-overr··other~·Jo·b--c~asstfi-cations-

in--the-

f~ieid-ef'

·ag-ingT- ···

specifically, training for nursing home administrators or
provide the basis for a liberal arts program in the process
of aging.
Halfway through my research and report, an article
written by the nationally syndicated columnist Sylvia Porter
appeared in the October 8, 1973 S·tockton Record addressing
itself to the rising problem of caring for the aging.
Once again, I am reminded how easily brilliant
personalities echo through their writings simplified data and
answers to complex social problems.

However, I do think that

which is obviously of interest to the lay person, and is the
subject of my paper, is of great importance.
I am suggesting my topic is the way of the future,

WHY A CURRICULUM'?

A specific area in 'Which national attention is be:ing
given is the broad concept of housing for the elderly and
w:tthin this concept residential care homes for the aging·is

-4-

an important part in this growing horizon.
there is a need for trained

As a concomitant,

~-~-

adm.tnistrators~and~~empioyeerr~

because one of the road blocks to effec·ti ve work in aging
has been the scarcity of personnel with an understanding of
older people.

Purely custodial care is no longer acceptable.

There must be a program content that will encourage continuing
participation in activities of normal litling
will support maximum independence.

and

services tha·t

An atmosphere must exist,

at least in essence, similar to the environment the resident
has left.

This environment must be such as to prevent, as

much as possible, physical and mental de·terioration.
The administrator and staff are the .ltey support for
the residents, therefore, these persons, carrying the responsibiJ.ity for caring for people, must be knowledgeable about
the dynamics of aging as well as how to manage a business.
When the aging decide to live in a residential care horne,
they literally put themselves in the hands of the administrator.
How well they adjust depends a great deal upon the administrator.
This is not to say that the individual has no responsibility
for himself& but rather that because of his need to readjust,
he will loolr to the administrator for continuous support 11

-5-

encouragement. and as a bulwarlr of his own self confidence.
··~~

· ·-~··~-Adnri11.1:strat~ors-~and

emplcyees~ of'-~-resi.Q.ential~care ~

homes should be required to meet educational qualifications
just as persons filling similar positions in preschool progrruns
(this term is interchangeable with day nurseries and child
care centers) which are licensed by the State of California.
Care for the aged is as important as care for
children but society has not reached the point of recognizing
this fact.

It should, shortly, for the reason that as the

aged population increases so will the number of problems.
Four years ago requirements v1ere written in·to the
California Administrative Code, Title 22, Day Nursery Regulations, that administrators and employees of preschool programs
shall meet certain educational requirements; for instance,
the director must have twelve units of early childhood
education and three l.m5.ts of administration.
These requirements were written into the regulations
because some owners, directors and employees in private preschool day·nurseries represented by the California Association
for the Educa·tion of Young Children and the Private Day Nursery

-6-

Association and others interested in early childhood education,
----i~nconjunctTon vritn--ehe--sta:t-e-Dep-artmentof--s-oci-al~Vfelfare-,--·-·-

Day Care Section, saw the need for a formalized educational
background.

Before this could be required, it was necessary

to lay groundwork within the college system to make certain
that courses were available before legislation was enacted.
I am familiar with the history of this legislation because as
a licensing consultant in day nurseries (my job carried a dual
responsibility, that of licensing preschool programs as well
as residential care homes) I attended public hearings and
worked with San Joaquin Delta College in establishing a program,
Until 1972 California had no requirements for
administrators of nursing homes other than having a criminal
investigation clearance.

The impetus for licensure in Calif-

ornia was spawned initially by Federal Regulations and basic
Medicaid (called Medi-Cal in California) law which stated,
all states must have nursing home administrator licensing laws
by July 1, 1970.

On September 15, 1970 Governor Ronald Reagan

signed SB1058 The Nursing Home Administrators Licensing Act.
If California had failed to pass this legislation

-7-

there would have been a loss of potentially one-half billion
d el-1-ar-s--i-n-F-e Ele~a-1-- I'ite 0.-i-o-a-i-4--f'-un.din-g-.J_j.__z_'ll_______ - ------ ------ --------

California's Licensing Act does more than comply
with Federal requirements.

It is the Nursing Home Administra-

tors Professional Practices Act, a form of enabling legislation
fora
1,

Building a

profession~l

cadre of nursing

home administrators.
2.

Correcting irregularities in administrative
practices in nursing homes in California.

).

Generally

impr~ving

the image of the

nursing home in the mind of the public
and the patient alike,
In addition to the above there is a provision for continuing
education.
. th out

Wl

An administrator's license may not be renewed
..... .

.

con~1nu1ng

!- •
( 1 3 11 )
e d uca·"10no

My intent in presenting information on licensing of
nursing home administrators is to show national attention
only recently has been given to upgrading care in nursing
homes.

This is a sad commentary on how we as a nation have

-8-

neglected to see that those persons in charge of rendering
- --- serv-ices to--helples s-~persons_wer_e __q_ualif'i£tcl~to do__ aQ~

_Sqa_nQ._':'

alous conditions have been reported nationally pertaining to
poor conditions and services in nursing homes which precipitated
the Ralph Nader Study Group Report on Nursing Homes as mentioned
in my Foreword, With an emphasis on the administrator'a role
conditions should improve.
It is only a ma·tter of time before residential care
home administra-tors and .other persons giving care, for example
to the mentally ill and mentally retarded will be required
to have educational courses to meet the requirements such as
contained in the California Administrative

Code~

Day Nursery

Section or pass a test as is required for nursing home administrators.

But, before legislation is enacted it will be

necessary for educational resources to be available.

The

development of a curriculum is basic to upg;rading care for the
aging,

An important part of curriculum development is to know

as much as possible about the students.

Administrators of

resj.dential care homes generally fall within the age grouping
of

lf.5

to 75.

Their educa·tional background can vary between

-9-

grammar school and college graduation.

By l{nowing something

about the students, the inst;ructor has a yardstick upon which
to build an instructional design in the hopes of motivating
a change in behavior.

I suggest a questionnaire be given

during the first class meeting, the answers of which can be
evaluated to see if changes might be needed in some of the
course content in order to meet the needs of the participants.
The following pages are my attempt to present
curriculum topics,

In developing the instructional plan for

the various subject areas, I used the systems concept of.
stating objectives, how to achieve the objectives and, then,
evaluating whether or not these objectives have been achieved,
References I used for thissystems approach are Jerrold E .. Kemp's
book "Instructional Design, A Plan for Unit and Course Development" and Robert F. Mager's bo.ok "Preparing Instructional
Objectives".
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CURRICULUM UNIT I

HISTORY OP RESIDEN'l IAL CARE HGrtlES
1

CARING FOR THE ELDERLY IN CALIFORNIA

HISTORY OF RESIDENTIAL CARE HOMES
CARING FOR THE ELDERLY IN CALIFORNIA

OBJECTIVES a
1.

To become familiar with the history of
care for the aging so they may recognize
how their work fits into a total housing
pattern.

2.

To be able to distinguish between various
levels of care so that each resident
receives proper services.

).

To become aware of the Federal Government's
role in determining services which will
explain some of the complexities and
confusion existing at state and local levels.

4.

To know about the development of residential
care homes in California and the people and
organizations involved as a point of reference
as to progress made through the years.

ACTIVITIES a
1.

Write a report on how various levels oi' care

-11-

are determined and how you, as an adminis___ ---- ----- · --- ---------- - - ----- -------tra.t-or;--prerserve--trnrmaxtmurn--:tn:tl:e-p-e-nd-en-c-eof the resident.
2, .Discuss the importance of the affect environ-

ment can have upon behavior.

Use the library

as a resource and list books used as references.

3.

Members of the class will be selected to plan
an assimulated meeting with a top member of
the State Department of Health to discuss new
regulations or problems faced as an administrator
of a residential care home.

The remaining class

members will be asked to comment on the
discussion.
4.

Research the availability of residential care
homes in other states and write a brief report
of findings.

5.

Optionala

Research the kind of day care centers

in Hawaii and/or Great Britain or other
geographical area and write a brief report
on the findings.

-12-

GHADINGa

l
!

1.

Participation in group discuss ons.

2.

Evaluation of written reports,

3.

Attendance.

The following background is the foundation upon which
residential care is built,

The main purpose of this unit is

to clarify the uniqueness of the residential care home program
in California as opposed to nursing care.
Care for the elderly began in England early in the
17th Century with the passage of the Elizabethian Poor Law of
1601,

This new system of public relief erected poor houses

where society•s cast-offs were to be put out of sight and thus
out of mind.
wretchedness,

Poor houses served as asylums for all human
Into them were placed the young, old, sick,

blind, mentally ill, homeless, destitute ,_.,_ because they were
classified together as needy&

The individuality of a person

was lost in such careless paclcaging.

Legisla·t;ion continued

to bind the elderly indiscriminately with the "needy" diminishing their own significance to a minute percentage of the total

-13-

problem.

Admission requirements to the poor houses were graded.

First class accommodations required the applicant to have (a)
a good character, evidenced by absence of a police record;
{b) residency in the area for 20 years; and (c) proof that no
relief had been received previously for a given period of years,
The term work house began to disappear in favor of
"public assistance institutions,"

Although legislated to be

abolished in 19'+8, work houses remained the most important
residential services for the aged within the control of local
authorities in England.

The most prominent work for the

residential care of the aging was carried on by the Little
Sisters of the Poor and other religious bodies
work in mid-nineteenth century,

th~t

began their

The National Assistance Bill

of 19'+7 waf:l meant to eliminate work houses.

Welfare authorities

were given the right to establish separate homes where the
maximum capacity would be 25 to JO persons.

However, as

frequently happens in governmental bodies, there was a change

-14-

in the political structure so that previously enacted legislation was either ignored or rescinded thus causing socially
directed policies to be forgotten or resurrected at some
later date.
The elderly continued to be pawns as they were
classified
applicants

11

11

sick" causing them to be listed under "welfare
or reclassified for 'transfer to hospitals.

From 1954 through 1962 it became recognized that
ho1nes should not be located in remote areas nor should wards
with four to six beds be used.

In 1962 the government recom-

mended homes be reduced to a ca1Jacity of J5 residents with a
concentration on single occupancy.( 2 a262 -274)
According to Gold·and Kaufman there is only
fragmentary material about homes :f.' or the aged in the United
States.

:Most homes were established a;fter ·the turn of the

century by reJ.igiouo denominations, fraternal organizations,
various nationality groups or philanthJ:-opic g.coups of citizens.

-1.5-

HISTORY OF RESIDENTIAL
CARE HQr,:E FACILIIJ.'IES IN CALIFORNIA

. In the beginning they were called Board and Care
Homes or Boarding Homes for the Aged.
in size from

1 resident to 15.

They were small ranging

There were a few nonprofit

institutions (church operated) which cared for more than 15
persons.

The number of homes increased during World War II

because as women became employed those who had older family
rnembers living with them placed the oldster in boarding homes.
Many of these homes were managed by widows who needed extra
income.

It was also customary for county hospitals to have

geriatric wings which gave only custodial care to the aging
as weJ.l as for the elderly to be committed to state hospitals
when they became partly senile.
One of the most unlque features concerning the
development of residential care homes for the aging in California
was the differentiation between nursing horne care and residential
care.

The history of residential care homes in California is

-16-

that of a philosophy and a very simple one but apparently
completely misunderstood by federal government housing
authorities, provider of services officials, as well as people
within the state government of California.
The philosophy is to provide people with a home-like
environment whereby they can receive personal care of such a
nature as they would receive at home from relatives •. The type
of care might be help with a zipper, combing of hair because
of arthritis, need to be reminded to take medication 9 failing
eyesight, or difficulty in walking (the shuffler).

Perhaps,

a person is lonely and desires companionship or finds it
difficult to shop at the market and prepare meals, therefore, he
chooses

l.'esidential care home living.
These persons are not ill and should not bo placed

in a medically oriented environment.

To this day, there is

confusion as to the differentiation between levels of care for
the agingo

Other states have nursing homes or convalescent
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hospitals in which the aging are placed.

It is my understanding

the only state outside of California which has regulations for
homeo for the well ambulatory aged is ln Arizona.
California's distinction of a residential care home
program has led to confusion in federal governrnent supported
programs such as intermediate care.

Intermediate care was

introduced by California legislation as a result of federal
government regulations in 1971.

The problem was that inter-

mediate care was already being provided in residential care
homes in California, therefore, as of this date it has not been
a successful program in the state.

One of the reasons for this

is that intermediate care is a lower classification than nursing
home care, therefore receiving less funding through the Medi-Cal
program.

Businesses are unwilling to convert or build for this

program at this time.

Within the residential care home setting,

it was not practical to initiate an intermediate care program
because there would be a need to provide medically oriented

-H3-

staff such as a registered nurse at an additional cost and if
.

------

---

------- ------------

a certain number of beds were designated for intermediate care
they could not revert back to residential care home beds,
Confusion existed in California government as to
what department should handle the licensing of this newly
introduced federal program.

It was firs·t thought that the

State Department of Social Welfare would do the licensing,
As late as May 24, 1971, in a publication called

!g~pg

in

.Q§.lifornia, it states ••the department" (meaning the State
Department of Social Welfare) "also has jurisdiction in the
licensing of the newly established classification of extended
care facilities."(J•5 2 )

(Extended care facility meant inter-

mediate care which is a type of extended care.)
The misunderstanding concerning California's type of
residential care facilities and that of other states and the
federal government revolves around ·the assumption that personal
services and care can only be given in medically oriented

-19-

nursing care facilities.
As a provider of services to the elderly, the American
Baptist Home of the \'/est with headquarters in Oakland is one
of the largest and oldest organizations nationally.

CurrentlYj

they have eight facilities, seven of which have dual programs
of residential care home and nursing care on the same grounds.
Mr. Ralph Knight. Director of Home Services for the American
Baptist Homes of the West and 1973 president of the California
Association Homes for the Aged was interviewed because of his
experience in providing care to the agingo
Mr. Knight recalled the time when people not needing
extensive nursing care were placed in a special wing of a nursing
home,

These persons were more active and requlred less care

than those in the skilled nursing portion of the facility.
Because a.:_·shortage of space was developing for persons needing
a high degree of nursing ca.re, an evaluation of this special
wing was made in 1966.

These patierrts did not need the high

-20-

degree of nursing care providedJ they only needed personal
...

-

-

~---~~-~-~~-~~~

---~--··------~-

care in a residential care home -set:cfng-~--:iio_t_ a.-n1irsi.ng-nome;Mr. Knight and others came to the conclusion the patients in
the special wing would be better off with personal care (this
term is used interchangeably with residential care) located
outside of' the nursing type facility.

Mr. Knight commented

that the evaluation showed people tended to become dependent
upon every available service that was in the nursing home
whether they needed it or not.
·t;hey became more dependent.

Rather than becoming independent,

At this point it should be

clarified that in California a residential care home which
provides personal services must be licensed in accordance with
legislation setting forth regulations under Title 22, California
..<\dministrative Code.

The key as to whethel"' or not a facility

is to be licensed is the wording upersonal care."
The American Bap·tis·t Homes wanted to keep their
residential care home unit away from medical orientation which
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meant there would be no wearing of nurses' caps or uniforms,

residents who moved from the nursing home into the residential
care home improved physically and became active because of the
psychological and sociological environment in the new facility
which was not nursing home oriented, in spite of the fact that
some physicians said some of these residents would never leave
t

the nursing home.

Furthermore, Mr. Knight observed that people

became less resistive to being transferred temporarily to the
nursing home when they had such things as a stroke, because
they knew when they could return to a certain level of mobility
and function, they could return to the residential care home.
rliany people regard a nursing home as a dead-end street but the
American Baptist Homes have tried to make the nursing program
as rehabilitative as possible,
Mr. Knight recalled that Harold Bottemiller, first
Executive Director of American Baptist Homes of the West, and
several other administrators providing services for the elderly
together formed, in the early 1950's, the American Association
Homes for the Aging which later became the California Association
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Homes for the Aging.

It was this group of men, one of whom

---was--~ed-Ash-j-i-an-whose--comments.appearlater_

in__this__pape~t---

who were thinking of programs other than nursing home care,
There was a willingness at that time to move ahead statewide
and develop a creative approach to care for the aging whereas
other states did no·t have this creative ability and, as previously stated, the British still had worlc houses.

California

had flexible regulations concerning the development of out-ofhome care programs since it was not-hung up with a lot of· homes
that were 100 or so years old such as found in the East and
were traditionally nursing home facilities,
As for the immediate period, Mr. Knight expressed his
concern about California organizing a new Department of Health
which encompasses many of the services provided by the California
State Department of Social Welfare.

He is concerned that there

will be an overwhelming medical component connected with all
licensing activities.

He further expressed his concern about

what was happening to the philosophy of residential care homes
by giving as_ an example the introduction of intermediate care
into the state of California which encompasses that which has
been tel"·med and still is termed personal care within the residential
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care home setting.

Basically, intermediate care is a program

· · that-was--meant -to- -be-social-ly -ori-ent-ed- with -assistance -as needed.
The point which distinguished it from personal care within the
residential cp.re home setting was that a registered nurse or
licensed vocational nurse (in case a registered nurse was
unavailable) should be the person in charge of the facility.
As stated earlier intermediate care was originally to have been
licensed by the State Department of Social Welfare but then the
decision was made to have the Public Health Department license
it,

There was unanimity on the part of the providers of.services

that it should not be a nursing type program.

The recommendation

was made at a public hearing that intermediate care should be
administered through the State Department of Social Welfare
since it was a residential type of care.

I attended the hearing

and heard organiz.ations 8uch as California Association Homes
for the Aged, California Association for Nursing HomesD Sanitariums Rest Homes and Homes for the Aged, California Association
for Residential'Care Homes, and individuals give reasons why
the program should be within the Social Welfare Department
rather than Public Health Department&

Mr. Knight speculated

the reason for the program being administered by Public Health
-··mignt~~be-tna:t-CalTfornia -sawtnt-s--a:s-~-a:·····cna:rrc~e--to~-balarrc-e--th-e-

Medi-Cal deficit since the cost.for intermediate care is $10
per day vs. $14 for nursing home care.
According to Gladys Johns, a retired pioneer licensing
supervisor in the Los Angeles office of the State Department
of Social Welfare, in the late 1950's the Department of Public
Health attempted to initiate legislation that would have placed
licensing of residential care homes within that department.
There was a great deal of concern on the part of licensees of
the State Department of Social Welfare.

They raised money to

send delegations to Sacramento and·to the legislature and at
least on two occasions thwarted attempts to tra.nsfer licensing
responsibilities from the State Depar·trnent of Social Welfare
to the State Department of Public Health.
In 1963 a position paper was written by the State
Department of Social Welfare in an attempt to clarify California's
progTam on residential care homes.

(Appendix 1).

The paper

stateds

"Because there seemed to be an assumption that personal

~>ervices

and care could only be nursing care in a medically
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oriented facility, it has seemed important to us to describe
the program of licensed nonmedical care of the aged in California.
The major program goal is the prevention of mental and physical
illness through preserving the maximum independence of residents
and their capacity for self-care.

To promote this preven-tive

role, licensing r·equirements undertake to protect the freedom
and independence of the aged resident and to protect and assure
their dignity, respect, comfort, safety and social adjustment.
This premise with the resultant specialized service emphasis
and the facility designations, is not widely recognized and
understood."
This position paper explains that California was one
of the first states to require licensing of facilities for the
aged.

The licensing law was enacted in 1925 and vested respon-

sibility in the State Department of Social Welfare and did not
distinguish between nursing care and other services except in
the case of mentally ill and incompetent who were covered by the
Department of Mental Hygiene.

Following twenty-two years of

licensing facilities for undifferentiated care the Department of
Social Welfare supported legisJ.a.tion in 1946 transferring responsibility for the licensing of medical treatment facilities including
nursing and conva.lescen·t; homes to the Department of Public Health.
-26-

Licensing of residential care homes has been
· -trans!'err_e_a_to--a-nffivly-crea--eea--nepartm·en't-ol'-Heart:n--wn-i-c-ncame into existence July 1, 1973,

The name State Department

of Social Welfare is to become State Department of Benefit
Payments in 1974.

Residential care home operations and

licensing will now fall within the Health Quality System,
Whether or not the unique philosophy of residential care
homes in California remains will depend upon how well the
provider of servicef:l are able to maintain their current
position.

Another factor will be how the former council of

State Department Social Welfare licensed homes for residential
care will function.

The members of this council were providers

of services to the aging and a community representative who
acted as an advisory group to the director of the State Department of Social Welfare.

It was a nonpaid group.

The council dates back to 1954 when an ad hoc
state-widf.! planning committee was established to assist in the
drafting of new standards for aged institutions.

From its

inception the committee served in a capacity comparable to the
function of the hospital advisory board which is a legislative
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committee.
--

The organization advised on such matters as services

-·------~o-·a--ge-d-·pl~rsons-· requiring

-out--of'... home- care -and-·al-so

·t~a-i-n-ing .

courses for licensees (see Appendix 2).
One of the first large institutional type homes in
California was the California Home for the Aged (formerly
named Armenian Home for the Aged) in Fresno, currently licensed
for 64 persons.

Because Ted Ashjian spearheaded the movement

for this home and was its first president in 1952 and was later
appointed by Governor Edmund G. Brown to attend the first
White House Conference on Aging in 1961, I felt his story,
which is tape

recorded, would be of value in the writing of

this project.

In addition he was one of three founders of the

California Association Homes for the Aged.

Mr~

Ashjian started

promoting a home during the early 1930's but because of the
depression there was a lack of funds to begin construction$
Frmn

time ·to time he tried to obtain funds for the project but

failed.

Then, in 1948 a wealthy vineya:cdist promised to

contribute $50,000 provided the rest of the funds could be raised.
The design of this home was one of the most advanced
in the state since only two residents lived in a room and had
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·their own bathroom facilities.

Private rooms were available

... ·rr . a-perso:n-·nac'C1Hifftc·t~nt~fund·s-.- - In1:~52~it--was permiss-i-bl-e···
by state licensing regulations to allow a ratio of six residents
to one bathroom facilityJ also, more than two residents were
allowed in a room, often as many as six bed wards.

Based upon

my previous account of the development of care homes in England
where'Qy it wasn't until 1962 that. there was a recommended change
in the number of occupants per room and that in 1952 the State
of California allowed six persons in a sleeping area, it is
my belief that Mr. Ted Ashjian was one of the most farsighted
and determined persons in the world in

act~ally

doing something

about upgrading the care for the aging.

. Mr.

Ashjian's motivation in promoting this facility

was the very poor conditions he saw in the Fresno area private

homes for the aging and in the Fresno County Hospital.

The

private homes had four and five persons to a room whereas in
the hospital the elderly were housed in dormitory style with

up to JO in a room.

(It must be pointed out that the Fresno

area was not unusual in these conditions.)
In addition, the Armenian population had a cultural

problem in language and food,
_

-~~nd ___o_Xer::l._~!!lg,

....... -·----

-----~ ~---·--

After getting this home organized
California

.

Association of Homes for the Aging.
'In 1961 he was appointed by Governor Edmund G, Brown
to represent California in the first White House Conference on
Aging held in Washington, D.C.

It was here that he recognized

the people present were representing individual homes of a
religious, cultural or fraternal nature.
Following his attendance at this conference, he
decided the individually operated nonprofit homes in California
should join together as a supportive unit.to represent their
interests when state legislation was being formulated.

He

foresaw the day when taxation of the nonprofit residential care
home would be considered by governmental bodies.
The organization he assisted in founding was called
the American Association Home for the Aging which later became
the California Association Home for the Aging since AAHA became
the designated name for the national program of homes for the
aging.

Specifically, what happened was -that the Ford Foundation

gave seed money to the National Council on Aging, a nonprofit
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organization. to develop a program for the elderly.

The money

was__.to~~go~to an~-E'piscopalian~denem!nat~ion~-in-Fhi-1adelphia ~~tha~t ..

had presented an acceptable project to the National Council on
Aging but did not have an organizational structure to go with
the project.

California had an organizational structure with

by-laws, constitution and name.

There then ensued a merging

of the Philadelphia group with the California group, thus the.
name of the overall association was American Association Home
for the Aging.

Subsequently, it became a simple matter for

the California representatives to use the term CAHA.

In addition

to lVi!', Ashjian there were Rev. Harold Bottemiller of the
American Baptist Homes of the West, and Dr. Edward

o.

Rear

representing Pacific Homest Los Angeles, California.
The first secretary of CAHA was Gladys Johns who had
retired in 1.962 from her job as licensing supervisor in the
State Department of Social Welfare, Los Angeles area.
offices of CAtU were located in Los Angeleso

The

Later they were

moved to Sacramento because of the necessity to be near sta·te
government since CA}LA. was partly a legislative advocate.
moving to Sacramento, Mr a Lloyd Hal vorrwn became executive

Upon

director, a post which he held until 1972 when he moved to
.... ··---Vlashi-ng.-ton-1---D.-C-.--to -be ..on--the-sta-f-f--of'--the--Amer.ican-Association.
Homes for the Aged.
DAY CARE
Because this section of my project is dealing with
the development of care for the elderly I will review the new
concept of day care centers.

Sylvia Porter's column appearing

in the Stockton Record dated October 8, 1973 mentioned day
hospitals and treatment centers (4 out o:f 602 institutions in
New York state) and an article appeared in the November 4, 1973
Stockton Record entitled "Day Care Center Gives Aged New Lease
on Life ...

Day care is a way of providing a social environment
and a way to meet new friends for the aging.
purpose in life.

It provides a

Coffee, snacks and lunches are served and

various program activities are provided.

Because social inter-

action occursg the person has a different outlook on life when
returning home just as the pre-schooler learns from his
experiences at the day care center.
Day care centers can relieve the strain upon persons
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caring for elderly relatives and can free those with whom the
--- ---- - day- -c aTe -part-i-e-i-pa-:nt--1-i-ve s-,-t-0--r-e"t uP.n--t-0-W er-k-. ---- -A-g-ai-n-,--a--

--

comparison is made with the child who is placed in day care
in order for parents to work,
Stockton has a facility which was originally built
for a day care center.
in October of 1972.

It is Swain Lodge and licensed by me

According to the owners it has not been

a successful venture because they have not advertised.

The

facility is owned by a physician which may account for a
hesitancy to publicize the program.
It is my understanding that day care facilities are
well known in Britain and Hawaii.

Undoubtedly, the future

will see day care established in California, and the rest of
the

nation, as a program for meeting not only the needs of

the elderly but for the younger members of' the family with
whom they may or may not live.
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CURRICULUM UNIT II

REGULATOHY AGENCY - THE LICENSING PROCESS

REGULATOHY AGENCY - THE LICENSING PROCESS

OBJECTIVES a
1.

To understand the legal basis and protective
nature of licensing regulations.

2.

To introduce a social-recreational program
within the residential care home.

3.

To understand techniques in augmenting
meal planning and the introduction of sociaibility at meal-time.

4.
REFERENCEs

To surpass minimum state

lic~nsing

regulations.

California Administrative Code Title 22
Division 2 Chapter 5.

ACTIVITIES a
1.

Discuss the pros and cons of the government as
a regulatory agency (the reason for this assignment is to see how the participants react to
controls.

It is my experience that those persons

who operate a quality program request regulations.)
2.

List the interests and past and present activities
of 5 residents.
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3.

Attend a senior citl.zen's meeting or program
··-a·nd-wr-i-te--between--3--and--·5-pages-,-.dou'tlle--spaced.,
as to what kind of behavior patterns were
observed in relation to the activity.

4~

Observe residents socialbility at meal time.

5.

Make a list of table manners of at least 5 residents.

6.

Observe one resident's behavior at meal time for
two weeks and write an evaluation.

7,

Present a two-week menu plan based upon the results
of a meeting held with a residents committee.

B.

Write a brief report, 3 or 4 pages, double spaced,
on the job of the administrator.

9.

Evaluate and discuss the type of social-recreational
program in their facilitya

This could be

interpreted as a threatening question by the
participants but if they don't have a program
the purpose of this unit is to explore ways in
which an activities program can be introduced.
GRADING a

la

Participation in group discussions.

2o

Evaluation of written reports$
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3· Six to eight page report on "How to Establish
a Social-Recreational Program Within the
Residential Care Home".

(Preparation can be

made during the total course time.)

4. Attendance,
REGULATORY AGENCY STATE DEPART~lliNT OF SOCIAL WELFARE
NEED FOR LICENSING&
One of the most socially significant facts in the
twentieth century is the increasing number of dependent persons
requiring out-of-home care •. In ·the nineteenth century the elderly
remained in the family.

This pattern is now gone in America.

The underlying reason is the disappearance of the "extended
family".

Dissolution of cohesive family groupings, mobility,

affluence (the ability to pay for services) are all fac·t;ors
which contribute to a growing need for out-of-home care.
The primary justification of licensing is for the
protection of the users of the service.

The court justifies

this on the basis that users of the service are not in a position
to know hazards which could be presento

Regulation is a tool

of democracy--a right to protect the masses.
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Licensing protects individuals in respect toa
.. ··~······1-.--the~charac-ter~.ot.the-r.es.ponsible_p_ers_on.~
operating the facility,
2.

the competence of the individual or organization
to perform the proposed services,

3,

the structure of the facility, that is, number
of rooms, location, grounds, recreation rooms;

4.

the material and equipment to be used1

5. the operational program of the facility.
The function of licensing is not to prohibit but is a means of
continuing private enterprise.

It permits the coexistence of.

private enterprise and public welfare.
A curriculum for administrators must of necessity
include licensing regulations because any facility giving outof .... home care which includes personal services, shall be licensed
by the s·cate of Ca.lifornia.

This includes assessing the

qualifications of the administrator or operator.

(Throughout

this papert the term administrator and operator can be used
interchangeably.)

The administrator is not licensed as such

but he is evaluated in the total spectrum of licensing as ·the
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person who is actually in charge of the day-to-day operation.
- -----'P.fl.e-t-ype--e1'--preg-r-am-eaeh--f'ae-i-1-i-t-y-w-il-1---o.f-f'eE-de:r>ends--uJ>on---the
goals that are set for the kind of care to be given and the
age group to be covered.

It stands to follow the more know-

ledgeable the administrator is concerning the elderly and the
aging process, the better the program and

facility~

LICENSING AND STATUTORY ASPECTSa
A great deal of cornmon law has grown up around licensing
such as the conunon law doctrine that a person shall not be
deprived of making a living.

The licensee acquires vested

interests, both economic as a business and ego vested interest.
Therefore, there must be a strong justification for revocation
of a license.

While the applicant has the burden in proving.he

can be licensed by meeting the regulations, after the license
is granted; the burden of proof shifts to the licensing authority,
The State does not take away that which enables a person to
make a living without a preponderance of

evidence~

SOCIOLOGICALLY ORIENTED PARTS OF LICENSING AND THE PROGRAM GOALs
Licensing is sociologically oriented rather than
psychologically oriented because the total environment (staff,
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physical properties 0 food) affects the behavior and interaction
of all

reside~nts~---Tne~Toiiow1ng isan.-~<.rv-e-rvi~ew of-s\>me~of'-the

points which must be considered-in the licensing processs
A.

B.

Applicant
1.

The applicant is not in a dependency position.

2,.

The applicant feels he has -the right to give care.

3.

The applican·t must meet regulations.

Preventa·tive Service
1.

People are protected by problenl prevention
rather than problem solving.,

The major

program goal for licensing is the prevention
of mental and physical illness through
preserving the maximum independence of
residents and their capacity :for self care,
To promote this preventative goal, licensing
requirements undertake to protect -the freedom
and independence of the aged residents and
to protect and assure their dignity, respect,
comfort, safety and social adjustmento
2.

People are protected from exploitation or
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.•

abuse by the operator or agency rather than
····fronrthe~-family.--~--~~~ ·········~-·--- ~-

c.

Those Concerned With Licensing

Are~

1.

The individual

2.

The family

3·

The operator and possibly a board of directors

4,

The community.

11he section which follows presents topics of regulations

contained in the California Administrative Code Title 22 Division 2
Chapter

5. These regulations will not be quoted because any

faculty or person can obtain this code fro!l) a librtrry or purchase
it from the General Services Department.

The purpose of my

project is to expand on the meaning, by interpreting, the
regulation topics in a meaningf\li way for an administrators

•
course.

Included in this section are the two extremely im}Jortant

areas of social-recreational activities and nutrition because
these are topics contained in regulations.

However, each could

be considered as a separate courr.::e because of the importance of
the subject mattero

... L~O-

ADMISSION POLICIES AND PHOCEDURESs
One of the most important areas the administrator should
-

~---

-

be knowledgea1)fe- aOOtrt-iS- -wncr1s--p1aced--in--the--h0me-and--Wh0 is
doing the placing,
care?

Is it by the individual seeking out-of-home

Is it by a placement agency or family with the individual's

approval"!
To remove a senior citizen from what may have been
his home for most of his life is a delicate procedure.

He is

concerned about leaving his security, his community, his friends
and family.

He is anxious about his new place of residence

and new people he must meet and establish a relationship.
transition produces fears that must be allayed,

This

Often his

feelings are the feelings of a child abandoned by his parents
for the senior citizen may feel he has been sold out by his
children and that they are getting rid of him.

The feelings

are real even though they may not be so in reality.

Unless

the separation process is handled skillfully as well as the
placement process by a person possessing skills, knowledge and
technique of procedure, the home •ni.ll have a resident with a

problem that may be expressed in "acting out'' (belligerent) or
by sit·ting and staring (withdrawing)$
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If the senior citizen

has children, they may not be helpful since they often have
-- ----------------- --------- --fe-el-ings---o r---gu-rl_t___tnems erve-s -in ___disp o s-i-ng--o-f---t-rre-rr----par-ent ----

in this manner.
The residential care home must have a good pyschological
climate.

In order to assure this the admission criteria shall

exclude the following personsa
1.

Have needs or interests in conflict with those
of aged residents

2.

Cannot benefit from the program

3.

Require professional nursing care

4.

Require close medical supervision

5.

Have active tuberculosis or other communicable disease

6.

Cannot leave a building without assistance
(unless home has approval space for non-ambulatory).

7.

Requires pyschiatric hospital treatment

8.

Need restraint or constant supervision of behavior

9.

Have

10.

epilepsy~

not medically controlled

Require treatment for alcohol or drug addiction.

Admission procedures should include a personal interview followed by a health evaluation.

A written report from a

recent medical examination must be submitted by the prospective
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resident.
···-·- ·········-

Before final acceptance of an applicant the home

·······-····

should secure -fn:formatl.-on-aocful;--hl:s]:ra:tterns--o£-ad-jus-tme-nt,-.
likes and dislikes, interests, activities and family relationships.

The administrator must determine if the new resident

can live in a group and if he is able to pay the established
fee and still have money for clothing and pocket money.

The

final.admission decision should be one jointly made by the
administrator and the applicant in conjunction with those.
persons and agencies that might be involved.

There should be

a 3-month trial period during which time either the home or
the resident can initiate a change in their plan.
The administrator must keep adequate and cttt'rent
records on each resident.

There must be identification and

emergency information which includes name of physician to be
called, physician's instructions, hospital plan, responsible
person to be no·tified, religion and name and address of any
religious advisor, and burial plans..

Niedical, social, personal

and financial information should be kept in locked files.
There shall be a preadmission financial agreement which should
contain refund policies.
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NUTRITION a

nutritional needs of the aging by the federal government.

This

recognition of a need, with appropriated funds to meet it, then
passes to the state legislative bodies to be enacted upon.

As

an example, in 1968 the Administration on Aging acted, on a
first priority basis, to make Title 4 (Research and Demonstration)
funds available f'or projects related to nutrition.and meal
patterns.

l'he .Adminlstration on Aging report stated that projects

1

being supported, "attack such problems as lonliness, .inability
to market and prepare meals on the part of the home bound,
lack a motivation :for ea·ting, and inadequate lmowledge of food
purchasing and preparation".

More than $2 million ·was available

for 29 nutrition grants nationally. (4 ;J.f1)

On march 7, 1972

Congress passed a Nutritions Program for the Elderly Act,
which p:covides $250 million through :1.974 to provide a·t; least
one hot meal per day to needy persons over age 60.

This legis-

lation is designed to promote the use of community center type
facilities where hot meals can be served,(5a 2 )
It took from 1968 to 1973 for the State of California
to implement this nutrition program of the Older American Act.
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Assembly Bill 63 was passed in 1973 so that funds would be

-·made ···avaiTaore ·tcr Tcrcal -giTvernm-ents--a:n·d--vo1untary--orgarri-zati-ons·.
This nutrition program will be carried out under the auspices
of the California Commission on Agingo
Since at least 1956, nutritional needs of the aging
have been recognized by the Department of Social Vlelfare as
contained in tnat Department's regulations.

(Appendix 4 shows

a nutrition and food service form which was used by licensing
representatives when engaged in a licensing study of a prospective
applicant who operated a residential care home,)
The State of California published a booklet in 1971
g_o.Q.cl. .l££_\.t.ing .•.•-· Me.§llig Nut.r:i.tional .N ee.ds_ f,or Age_d__Persons in
E£.nl:dentiaJ. .Qa£_Qp .Ho111:e.s. which was written for administrators of
homes and licensing workers,

Robert B. Carleson, Director,

State Depa:ctment of Social Welfare states in the preface,
nFood is vital to life,

Good food attractively served adds to

the physical and emotional comfort of persons living in residential
care homes.

Knowledge about nutrition and well-planned menus

are a vital part of preventive health care services for aged
persons."

This booklet was prepared by Margaret Finley, Home

Economics Analyst with the State Department of Social Welfare.
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Food is not only necessary for physical survival
·-but--it -acts

as-·a-symbol--for-~iniJerp erson:al-~~e±at;ionshi-ps-.---.J!'.ood

can be used as a tool for socialization since the social life
of the adult is built ·to: a great ex-'cent around the pleasures
of food and drink.
How the resident group is fed can be an important
key tq effectual dealing with administrative and adjustment
problems.

Whenever possible, meal planning should be done by

a committee of residents (in small homes by the total group).

By having the residents assist in meal planning, the
home demonstrates its interest in the resident's welfare.

It

also,shows the residents that the home does not possess all of
the knowledge they would like to have and that through the
residents living experiences, the home can learn how best to
help older people with meal preparationo

(This also can be

used as an administrative tool inasmuch as some parents complain
about food so that their children will invite them to eat out,
or the children will bring food in or make hostile demands on
the administration and staff.)
One of the major philosophies underlining care for
the aging is to

rer:~pect

their intelligence and life experiences.

By including them in making the democratic decisions governing

·--

~~t11eir Iives~-·they-Teera·sense·of-contrt·buti-on-,··-a:ch:tevemen·t:-

and importance.

Being a part of a menu planning committee or

knowing that such a committee exists, can improve social
interaction between the residents and administrator and staff.
It can be very useful for a group of residents to think, discuss,
plan, decide, evaluate and act together for the purpose of
solving a common problem affecting their lives.
There must be a knowledgeable person present who can
enable the residents to arrive at a nutritione.lly well- balanced
meal.

The important thing, though, is the participation of

the residents in making selections.

They may decide they would

like beer or wine to be served with certain meals.
The question may be asked, how can one motivate the
residents to want to serve on a committee.

The capabilities

of the administrator is the key to the motivation of the
residents.
to

Generally, it can be said resident}3 are willing

"help the home."

This is less threatening emotionally to

them than having to admit they have complaints or dissatisfactions.
The administrator should be aware as to how much

sociability goes on in the dining roomQ
.. Interesting~

Are the meals fun and

and~r-erax~ecror-are-ifiey-achor-e--ana--mon6~on6us?

Tt

is a deadly psychological climate to enter a dining room at
meal time and be met by silence except for the clicking of
silverware on plates.

Sometimes what appears to be a food

problem might be a seating problem,

The administrator should

be sensitive enough to see that the same residents are not
always sitting next to the unhappy and difficult residents.
The finest, most nutritious and attractive food can be poorly
received if served without warmth and friendliness in the
dining room.
For larger homes a dietician could be employed1 for
the smaller homes, it might be possible for several of them to
join together and hire the services of a dietician at little
cost to each of the homes.

No progressive horne can feel that

it is doing a professional job without the opportunity of
consulting with a dietician.
We must not accept the tacit assumption that the
elderly are incapable of participating in active programs.
Their skills and knowledge must be ut:tlized.

Part of the pleasure and satisfaction in administering
··~a.~·resiaenl;Tal~care nome~Ts~to~knovltnat ~the~Tooa~rs~preasing

to the residents and of such nutritional value that each person
is as healthy and alert as good food will make him.

A brlght

cheerful dining area can improve the appetite as well as the
attitude of the resident.
senility.

Poor diet can lead into premature

"Nutrition is so important that an aged person may

no longer appear senile when he begins ea·t;ing properly balanced
meals."{ 6 alO)
To determine whether the residents are pleased with
the menus and whether they are nutritionally adequate, the
following can be checkedJ
why?

is food left on the plates?

If so,

Are the residents fairly healthy, that is, few colds?

Have the four food groups been includ!:Jd in each day's menus?
(Meat, fruit, vegetables, milk, bread and cereal.)

What comments

are made about the food?
Three meals a day is the usual pattern in residential
care homes although, some homes are trying a five meal a day
plan.

An evening snack should be available.

sleep better after an evening snack.
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:Many residents

Smaller portions of food

served more often are better for the aging just as for small
···

·chilareri;-·-coror~;---e-e~xtur~e-·and

:flavor-must-b-e--taken--into-consid-

eration, especially flavor, since taste buds change as one
grows older. .
Nutrition planning per se cannot be included in a
project such as I am presenting.

An instructor in Home

Economics is needed for a complete presentation,
SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIESa
Although since 1956, the State of California has had
a section (currently 32057) in the California Administrative
Code whj.ch begins, "Facilities shall make provision for socialrecreational and religious activities ..... , very little literature
has been written or services available that the residential
care home administrator can use for a guide for an activity
program.

Actually, the obsolete State Department of Social

Welfare Boarding Home Manual of 1946 (Boarding Homes are for
1.5 and less) contained a section 111-750 on Recreati.Qll to the
effect that the operator of a home should encourage and make
possible social, recreatlonal and religious activities appropriate to the individuals interest and physical condition.
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The administrator must plan a program that will enrich
the resident during the remaining years of
physically, and emotionally.

If an active program is not

provided the resident may spend the remaining years of his life
with unhappiness, depression, remorse, lessening of spiritual
growth and finally developing into a "sitter" period.
Recreation has to do with how leisure time is spent.
A committee of the International Gerontological Society in

1958 decided its immediate objective should be the stimulation
of scientific interest in the study of meaningful activity and
the use of time among older

~ersons.

The reason for this was

so society could have a better understanding of aging and be
provided with an aid to more effective programs for elderly
people.

A series

o1:"

research papers were gathered and published

in a book entitled &-:J:ng_ and

L~_i~.1.u~2

,Mo the Moani.ngful UsEL_of Ti.1!!.2•

a

JZ~~~l££h. J:e.r.sp,ect~i.~

Most of the chapters in

this book were directed at three questions&
people do with nonwork time?

(1) What do older

(2) What is the significance of

the activities in which they engage?

(3) How be~~t may problems

in this area be conceptualized and studied?
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None of the

questions were answered in any final way.
~--pr~esente-cr\vas-·to-lay_a

Rather, the material

__:Patl;ernr<:rr-Tut-ure-investtgatt-on;--

All of the methods used by the authors were descriptive
and observational.

There was much conceptualization.

The above brief bibliogTaphical sketch is given since
it ties in with some comments Mr. Louis Kuplan made during an
interview with him.

JVlr. Kuplan stated, "I'm a past president

of the International Association of Gerontology; I founded the
Western Gerontological Society but I've dropped out of all of
them because they're not doing anything worth a damn except
talk and read papers to each other.

So this is our real problem.

Research is fine but who is translating this into action?"
The above references on the book, AfJ..ng and

.Leis.~

and Mr. Kuplan's comments is made in order to show that residential
care home administrators are actually pioneering a field when
they try to present stimulating activity programs for their
residents.

But this can be done.
Webster's unabridged dictionary defines recreation as

refreshment in body or mind a • • by some form of play 1 amusement:,
or relaxation.

Planning for leisure time activities is something
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in which residents can participate.

Blocks of' time could be

---s-e-t--as-J:<te~wn-erebya~group-or-res~dents-courd~pran-programs~Tor·

the total group.

The older person should have a role to play

in governing himself by helping to develop programs he wants.
There is little doubt the question will be asked,
how do you motivate the elderly into wanting to participate
in a recreation program as well as plan for one.

Planned activity

should involve the resident in terms of his interest and simply
not be busy work to keep him from being

troublesome~

Activity

for its own salw whether for an individual or a group tends to
backfire and instead of helping to solve a problem, may magnify
it.

We must look beyond the need to provide activity as merely

a time-passer for problem-situation solver, and look to its
meeting, as much as possible, the individual's demands.

This

requires some knowledge and understanding of' the individual as
a person.

The administrator should know a person's occupation,

his hobbies, interest in sports, memberships in clubs, religious
preference, intellectual or manual type activities and such
other facts that would guide planning.

In addition to the

resident's own expression of his interestsp relatives or friends
may be able to offer some valuable information.
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'l1he

observation

and commen-ts of staff members or other residents might be helpful·.
················ ·····~----- ····--rn-·trre-·cas·e-·of···those~ind-iv-iduals

·whe~ma·y--became-di-sQ.ouraged,--

....

the administrator is in an excellent position ta help them try
new things and continue to support their efforts.
Jerry Cook and Rick DahlgrenJ owners and operators of
Education Recreation Associates in Fresno were interviewed in
order to gather material for this section.

As far as I am able

to determine this is the only privately run business which
will contract its services to residential care homes.
received his
He

~~sters

Mr~

Dahlgren

degTee from San Jose State in recreation.

has been Assistant Director of Recreation in Cupertino and

Director of Recreation for the city of Madera.

He

participated

in the development of community activities for the elderly
which included taking programs into conve.lescent hospitals in
the Cupertino area.

'rhis was during 1.96.5 through 1967.

in Madera he organized the Senior Citizens Club.

While

He also

participates, as much as his time will allow, in committee work
for the California Commission on Aging.

Mr. Cook graduated from

the University of the Pacific in Economics and -through exposure,
ls fast learning about recreation programs for the aging.
brings a business outlook to EEA.

He

The following information is how a professionally
----------~--------- ··-rur1'6us1ness~Tntrcfduc·e-s-a.~·soci-a.r.;;;-r-e-cr~mti-on-pro-gram--to---a

residential care home.

Ivl.r. Dahlgren stated they have a

standard form that is taken to the home which is used for
recording the

co~ments

of every person living in the facility.

The first thing he does is to introduce himself to the residents
and tell them there will be a recreation program and meeting
on such and such day.
to do.

He asks what kinds of things they like

Usually the answer is, "I don't like to do anything"

or •'I 'm blind, and I can't do anything...

He .is prepared for

these answers so i·t becomes necessary to le.ad the conversation
and try to learn about the individual's interest by asking
questions such as, "Do you like to listen to records?"
you like to play games, checkers, bingo?

11

"Do

After the inter-

viewing is completed and the forms analyzed, the first day's
program is planned around the activity the majority of rer-ddents
choose which usually is bingo.
Mro Cook was the one who had the idea of calling their
recreation programs 9

11

meetings. ••

The reason for this was

because people like to be a member or a part of something.
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Almost without exception people have attended meetings during
·· -·· ·t~heir -li-:fe"'i1:m e-,- -Many -l-i-ve s--ha-ve--heen--oemp±e-te-ly--·-i'-i-1-led --W-i-th
meetingsJ then, when the residents go to a residential care
home, there are no more meettngs, no more feeling important
by belonging to a group.

If the program were called recreation

there would be apprehension on the part of some residents to
attend because of the possibility of feeling inferior in some
activity.

By being a member of a meeting the residents auto-

matically feel involved.

By calling it a meeting, the residents

feel there is something for everyone.
The meetings begin with the flag salute because it
was discovered the elderly like to relate to their country and
seem to enjoy saluting the flag.

From the flag

creative activity exercise follows.
as, "Simon Says."

salute~

a

This is very simple, such

As Mr. Dahlgren put it, "Simon says stand

up, massage your head a little bit and we'll want to get thinking.
Simon says take three deep breaths" (the observation was made
that some people can't even take three deep breaths the first
time).

"Simon says wiggle your left leg, twist your body but

if you can't do it don't do it.
is known which residents

mi~ht
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By personal observation, it
be uneasy on their feet so they

-

~

are watched more carefully than the

others.~~

events time where from ten minutes to half an hour is spent
talking about news items.
out a question,

~·Does

Mr. Dahlgren commented he once threw

anybody know any current events?"

the answer, "Pearl Harbor got bombed yesterday,n

He

got

He never

knows what kind of answer may come up but it can lead to a
short discussion touching the fringe of group therapy.
The next portion of the program includes arts, crafts
and

games~

Many residents who have lived together for years

do not know each others names.

flly experience in some residential

care homes confirms this sad fact.
start social relationships.

An activity program can

One easy way is to use the Simon

Says game, "Simon says ask your neighbor what if:.1 your name?.,
In summing up ERA's program, Mr. Dahlgren and Iflr. Cook stated,
"The success will be determined by the ability of the leader.
The leader must act like

he'~~

the most excited guy in the world.

This is what makes the program successful. ••
No longer is it accepted that television and radio
are suff'icient social-recreation programs for the aging.
must be planned activitieso
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There

Exercise is fast becoming recognized as one of the
-· -- ·moEft--nnportant--c-omp-onents of--a- re ereat-i0n,---.l.ei.sure .-typ_e__pr.ogram . .

for all ages.
the residents.

Many homes have vegetable gardens cared for by
This provides a form of exercise.

There have been only a few studies concerned with the
role of exercise in the aging-process.

Dr. Kenneth

c.

Lersten,

Asslstant Professor of Physical Education, University of
Southern California, who is associated with Dr. Herbert de Vries
in conducting long term research on exercise and aging at·
Leisure World, states in relation to exercise, "I am convinced
of its values even if others may not be.

Exercise in its many

forms is essential to those who aspire to the active, healthy
and even long life.

I cannot support my statement with a body

of systematic fact at this point but all that is needed is
support, time and study, then the data will be convincing."(8a75)
At the beginning of this section a statement was made
that recreation has to do with how leisure time is spent.

The

following is presented not as something to be included in a
residential .care home program, bn·t as additional information
for administrators to be aware ofi and that isp how work is
regarded in some segments of our aging population.
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In a paper

she forwarded to me, Mrs. A. M. G, Russell, Chairman of the
-~Dalifornia_C_o_rmnissiongn}l.gil}g~st_ated ~!!<;tj;~-~~-i-~essential

to

first loolc at the present older .group if we are to provide
some new patterns in senior activities.

(1~s.

Russell wrote

her paper for a Life Space Conference of the Center for the
Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa Barbara.

No dates

were given.)
Because of her position as Chairman, she has the
opportunity to have an o·verview of senior citizen activities
in California.

She mentions there is a recent reemphasis on

the work role.

Programs are being introduced in community

senior citizen centers which provide earning opportunities.
Older persons are hired as staff in clerical, professional and
aide jobs.

Mrso Russell stated, "A simple news release con-

cerning the a,vailabili ty of 12 para-professional positions in
conjunction v1i th the work of the California Commlssion on Aging
elicited 900 applications throughout the Stateo"

She further

commented that an assumption has been ma.do that the work ethic
is a relic of ·the past and would be discarded by us, "the
en..li.ghtened generation."
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"That 1;ttis may not be so or that at least it
----~--- --~

_
p_o intc::d__c:l~lt _ b;y
the thousands of older persons reentering the
work force. This cannot be completely explained
away by the need for income since programs not
explicitly planned for those of poverty level
are avidly sought. Many, obviously continue to
feel ·t:;hat work is an important factor in maintaining or improving the quality of life in the
later years and that it is, itself, a leisure
activity."
Following this same thought, Rick Dahlgren in my
interview with him, gave as an example a person who is forced
to retire a.nd subsequently finds employment which becomes
recreation to him because it is a form of e.njoying his time.
When discussing social-recreational activities we
must not forget that as an individual progresses through the
life cycle, his social world changes as he assumes different
roles, group memberships and points of reference,

This pro-

gressive differentiation of the social system over time, and
the individual's adaptation to it, may be termed socialization
and will determine 'the extent to which he will be able to
participate in a program,

If a person haB never been socially

involved in group activities before coming to 1ive i.n a
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residential care home, he should not be expected to join in
~g.coupactivities~,

hut, there

·is-~lways the-possi~bil-ity.

that

with some encouragement from staff and/or residents, he might
participate. .
One of the main research projects currently being
conducted in the field of exercise and aging is Dr. Herbert
de Vries projec·t at the Gerontology Center, University of
Southern California.

Dr. de Vries has been doing tests on a

group of men between the ages of 52 and 88,

His research

suggests,along with that of clinical psychologists at the
Veterans Administration hospital in Buffalo, New York that
regular physical exeJ."'cise may play an important role in. improving
mental performance.

The Buffalo research demons·trates how

oxygen wakes up senile brains.

The de Vries study shows how

exercise increases oxygen-transport

capacity~

'l1hese

two

experiments strongly suggest that a program of regular exercise
which creates oxygen transport to the brain through natural
processes can significantly improve mental performance.(9 3 63-66)
The adminj.strator of the residential care home decides
the type of program to be presented in the home remembering
the differences between persons.
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rrhere is no stereotyped aged

person.

Cultural background and heredity make differences in

the residents •..

~Specifically,~ac.thdtLesthat __ 9~C1Jl p!)_._Q.Ql1~sj_c!_~:r:-eg

are picnics, trips, theater parties, dances, lectures, art
exhibits» craft classes, fishing, concerts, and very important
is knowing what the local recreation department provides as
well as community organizations.

The level of response on the

part of the resident determines the kind of a.cti vi ty.

CONTINUING HEALTH SUPERVISION-NiliDICAL CAREJ
Another important area in caring for residents is
continuing health supervision.

The administrator or person in

charge should be able to identify any change in health or
physical abilities.

The staff must know when the residents

need assistance in bathing, dressing, care of hair, shaving,
and other personal items,
One of the differences betwe(:m the residential care
home and the nursing home revolves around assisting the resident . :
with medication.

Assistance is limited to medication prescribed

for self administration.

To be more definite, the type of

medication that can be administered would be thai; which the
resident would have his family give him or he would take h:i.mself
if he were living in his own homeo
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Medication given does not

require professional judgment or daily professional observation.

ce!1ti~ai sl:;-o:fage 6f . me diccftion .mu:s't -o-e pr·ovid·ed- und·er·· the
following conditionss if it requires refrigeration• if it
could be hazardous to other residents; if it might be hazardous
if kept by the resident.

Centrally stored medicine must be

accessible to health supervision staff onlyo

It must carry

the ne.me o:f the person for whom prescribed as well as the
physician's instructions.

The home has to observe the prohibition

against giving professional nursing service, including procedures
requiring technical skill or professional judgment.
It may no·t be possible for some of the smaller homes
to provide special diets but if they are required for low fat,
cholesterol controlled and sodium controlled diets, recipe
booklets may be obtained from local Heart Associations.
Each home must obtain information from each resident
on v1hom to call in case of an emergency.
relatives and physician.

This would include

In case the resident did not ha11e a

personal physician, then the home must make arrangements for
emergency and medical care.

During minor illnesses, bedside

care, including tray service shall be provided as well as care
with personal hygiene and help with uncomplicated medication

which may be prescribed by a physician.
-·---- ---------- --

The home

mus"i~ terminat_e_care··~cYf~residents~wno

psychotic or requlre restraint.

become···

This is absolutely necessary

for the mental and emotional wellbeing of the total resident
population.

It is all too easy for the well ambulatory aged

to think that they too might become psychotic and require
restraints if such a person remained in their group.

PHYSICAL PLANTs
If a home for more than 16 residents is to be built,
the plans shall be prepared by a licensed architect or registered
civil engineer.

They are responsible for meeting state and

local fire and building codes.

'l1hings

that axe important in

residential care homes a.re · size of l)edrooms, dining rooms and
living room.

Are there rooms which can be used for recreational

purposes and are there places the resident can go to be alone
providing he does not have a private bedroom,

Where are the

l)athrooms located and how many people use them (licensing
standards require a minimum of one toilet and basin for every
four residents and one tub or shower for every ten ••• these are
minimum standards.)

r.rhe location of the facility is important.
·-

should~

not -'be ..j~n---an ····e-x-"treme.ly-

.heaV-'J~·-traffJ. c _area.,. b.e

It
arQund

~

.

excessive noise, smoke or odors. · I·t must be located in an area
which is not remote since this could give the resident a feeling of being put away, out of sight.

The location should be

close enough to shopping centers and points of interest so
the resident can either walk to the area or take a bus.
Grab bars must be placed in bathrooms and handrails
used wherever long distances must be walked between the rooms,
All surfaces in the home must be nonslippery.
OHGANIZATION AND ADWINISTRATIONa
The type of material given for this section would
depend upon the sophistication of those attending and the size
of the facility.

Those attending could range from the adminis-

trator-owner with one staff member to an administrator with
fif·ty or more persons.

The facility might be governed by a

board o:f directors which takes a di:f.ferent kind of orga.nizat:i.on
and administration than a

partne~cship

or single owner.

Driefly, some functions of the adminir::>trator area
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!-

PLANNING - Working out in broad outline the things that need

ORGANIZING - Establishing, defining and coordinating work
divisions.
S rAPPING
1

Employing, training staff and maintalning favorable

~

work conditions.
DIRECTING - Making decisions and embodying them in specific
and general instructions.
COORDINATING - Interrelating the various })arts of the program,
for example, in preparing meals the interest and
food habits of the residents must be taken into
consideration.

In addition the program should be

coordinated with those programs in tho community
that are serving the aging population$
REPORTING - Keeping records on both residents and staff, i.e,
medical records and fiscal planning.
FISCAL PLltNNING - Budgeting, accounting and control - are
adequate funds always available?
.

~n

. t.1ng.?

wr~

Is

i~

Is a refund policy

explained before admission?
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Is

personal property of residents listed at admission?

accountability recorded?

Are separate banl...: accounts

needed for the residents?

Vlhat funding is available

for burial?
~r.he

most approp:riate way to close this section

on regulatory agency is to reemphasize the statement previously
quoted from the 1963 position paper written by members of
the Sta·te Department of Social

VI elf' are

and appears in Appendix 11

"Licensing requirements undertake to protect
the freedom and independence of the aged
resident and to protect and assure their
dignity, respect, comfort, safety and social
ad;justment .. "
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CURRICULUM UNIT III

THE RESIDENTIAL CARE HOME
AND

THE COMMUNITY

THE RESIDENTIAIJ CAHE HOME
AND THE COMJ.\mNITY

This section is designed to present a picture of the
residential care home as segregated living, which may be either
profit or nonprofit, and the relationship of the home to the
community.

In addition, the Older American Act of 1965 is

discussed since it demonstrates for the first time the visible
recognition by the federal government of problems of an aging
population and attempts to initiate programs to meet the needs
on a local level.
One of the best ways to learn is .through group
participation.

This section on community organization provides

a way for the participant to reach out and learn how Stoclcton
(or any other community) is organized to provide services for
the aging and if an overall coordinating body.exists to avoid
duplication of

services~

At the same time there is an opportunity

to explain residential care homes to various members in the
community.

As stated in the section on the History of Residential

Care Facilities in California, this is a little known concept
of care and the administrators'
contacts sre one wav
to
.
v
educate the conwunity.
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It is my in·tent to motivate the partieipants into
··thinking about the-nat-ianal- scop0. of- the aging__pop_ulation;
in other words, to increase their vision by braadening their
base.

In order to do this, the course objectives for the

participants are toa
1.

Identify local, state and national programs
concerned with the aging population.

2.

Discuss the implications of the Older Americans
Ac·t of 1965 with its subsequent amendment as to
how it affects a national program for the aging.

3.

Discuss how the state and local governrnen"ts are
implementing the Older Americans Act.

4.

Select an area of interest concerning the aging •••
an agency, transportation, nutrition. housing,
etc •••• and interview people on the specific
subject in

ord~3r

to participatt: in an assimilated

welfare council meeting to evaluate whether or not
community resources exist to meet the needs of
the aging.

Course. participants will choose how

many and who should comprise the ·welfare council.
The remainder of the class will be observers
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asking questions.
. . .,~. --wrrtrf'bet-ween

w·~o--6--pages-. ··d·oub~e-

··spac ad-,- -an-

evaluation as to whether or not ·t;he local
community is meeting the needs of the aging and
what, if any, plans are proposed for the future
to meet any defined needs.
GRADING a
1.

Class discussions.

2.

Participation in the assimilated welfare council meeting.

3.

Written report.

L~.

Attendance.

The residential care home is a part of the total
housing picture provided by the community.

Placement agencies

become aware of the facilities and form opinions about them
based upon the social workers' evalu.ationso
their feelings to social

workers~

The residents express

family, friends:J if they have

themJ relatives and friends of the residents form their opinion
about the homeo

Somewhere, it has been said that a society is

judged by ·the way it treats its

elderly~

therefore, these

facilities operated through an administrator or owner are very
important and will become :increasingly so in the future as the
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number of aged require personal care,

Based on the status of

research in applied social gerontology, "services tend to be
organized around the convenience of the provider rather than
the requirements of the consumer.''(llt 6 0)

If this is true 1 it

is the purpose of this project to negate this statement by
pointing. out the needs of the consumer and ways to meet them.
The provider of services will not only be meeting the needs of
the consumer but will be making his own life easier because of
an improved understanding of how to deal with the problems. of
the aging.
Residential care home administrators have a vested
interest in how the community trea:ts its aging for it is these
administrators who are pioneering the field to try to meet the
need of caring for a certain segment of the community's elderly.
In order to solve community problems, it takes
organizational activity on the part of specific individuals
and groups in the communi tyo
most important element.

Knowledgeable lea,dership is the

Those involved in providing care for

the aging are logical persons to assist in the development of
community services for

·~he

aging based upon thelr observations

of the needs of the residents.

Administrators have the same

and similar problems with the residents so that a composite of
__ :P!'<:)blems_

!'~~~11££

the eldeJ:l]!__ rn~_rs!l~

be_c~rn_:p_i~~(l_

and shared with

other community members and agencies,
If administrators are involved in assessing community
needs and initiating ways to meet these needs, residents must
be included who can express their opinions.

Too often in the

planning process we neglect to include those for whom the action
is planned.

We must capitalize on the vast resource of' wasted

knowledge of the elderly.

These experiences of the elderly

in interpersonal relationships that helped develop a value
system need to be shared with succeeding generations,
SHOULD THERE BE SEGREGATED HOMES FOR 111-J:E AGED?

Two prevalent opinions exist today regarding whether
or not the aging should live in retirement villages and homes
or whether they should live in an age-integrated community.
The ideal situation would be for the aging to be able to choose
whichever setting is desired but unfortunately, this is not
always possible since money is often a factor.

Irving Resow,

in his assessment of the relationship between age density and
friendship ties of older persons, found the elderly in ageconcentrated tmvironments to be more effecti vr::ly integrated in
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the social structure than those in settings with younger persons.
IJ.1he-assumpt-ion

that resiclential-propinqu:i.ty betweenthe . age_d

and younger families ensures inter-generational friendship
interaction was not supported by his data.
In response to my question,

11

How do you feel about

living in an age-segregated home", Ethel Sabin Smith, author
of

~mics

of Aging who lives in a retirement home, had this

to say, "I feel it is about time that old people are permitted
to live in a home centered about themselves.

In the past,

there were those dreary makeshifts of taldng care of grandmother and grandfather who were off in a corner, trying not to
disturb the children, who were off in another room.

I feel

that older people have a great many interests, a great many
projects that they need to carry on by themselves and for themselves.

It is a great mistake to think that they cannot get

started unless there is some younger person around to wind
them up.

Actually, older people have been so wound up by life

itself tha·t; they are full of ideas and projects and opinions
and would like time and a place to express themselves.

I

heartily agree with A. Ho Maslow that self-realization is the
highest goal to which \'/e can aspire.
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Somehow, self-realization

comes with a group of your peers much more easily than it does
with a g;roup of people of assorted ages,"
When asked to describe the people in her home, Dr •

.
\

Smith replied that every other person is a gardener and very

,,
enthusiastic about what is raised in her patio.

In spite of

physical difficulties such as arthritis, the women like to plant,
prune and weed the garden themselves.

She further stated that

many of the residents weed the lawn because the gardener does
not have time to do it.

A considerable number of the members

are grandmothers a.nd have tremendous knitting projects for the
young.

Children and grandchildren frequently visit the horne

so that all of the residents are in touch with a younger generation.

Conversely, the residents visit their children in their

home,
What Dr. Smith is saying bears out the findings of
Nancy N. Anderson, Ph.D., Director of the Health Systems
Division1 Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies at American
Rehabilitation

Foundation~

Minneapolis.

Dr. Anderson was asked1

"Do you believe that institutional life can increase some
peoples self-esteem by providing more opportunities for interaction?"

Her reply wasa
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"Definitely. Not only can congregate
liYii~:g arrangements provide more opportunity
---for soc iaTTnterac-tToii; btrc---tney?.ra:n~anro··
provide meaningful social roles and values •••
Values appropriate to older persons emerge
in interaction and role playing among
"age mates" people in the old age peer group.
Emphasis on beauty and agility gives way
to rewards for cheerfulness, understanding
and health"( 123 52 )
Dr. Anderson's study investigated the effects of retirement
home living on older persons.

Her hypothesis was that the

quality and quantity of social interaction - the types of
daily dealings with others and the number of friendships·are more important to a person's self esteem than is institu ...
tionalism per se. (i 2 a5l)

Interaction is her main theme·

whether it is in a retirement home or in the community.
Ted Ashjian, Founder of the Armenian Home in Fresno
in 1952 stated, that he saw the need for a retirement home
because as the younger generation grew up and got married•
their homes became entirely different from those of their parents.
Sooner or later the children and parents would fight, causing
dissatisfaction on both sidesa
group of young Armenian women

The Armenian Home has an active
volunte~1rB

who try to meet the

needs of the residents by arranging programs 1
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transportation~

parties.

Vern L. Bengtson. Assistant Professor of Sociology,

by Arnold Rose.

Rose argued tha:t a sense of group consciousness

among aged individuals was evolving involving politcal action,
a sense of group pride, and a desire to associate with aged

peers to the exclusion of younger people.(lJcZ5-Z9)

Bengtson

says Rose's statement applies to only an extremely limited
number of older peopleo

Bengtson believes the reference group

for the elderly is the middle aged group. (i4s10)

-My research

supports Rose's argument (the comments of Ethel Sabin Smith and
later in this paper, my report on voluntaryism and political
action groups of the aging) except his reference to older persons
excluding younger people.

None of my research gives credence

to this point.
The following material is by no means intended as a
scientific report since I could not scientifically prove my
hypothesis but i·t gives an indication of what a class proj(9Ct
migh·t be for a group of administrators in gathering information
from a different setting than that represented in their own
home.
In 1970 I conducted a research project at Plymouth

Square, a retirement home in Stocktono

From a total of 64

......... -pei'SOns -11.¥-ing.--i-n---the -home-,- -(nur-s-i-ng--i'loox-. -€xcJ.uGle d)-;30-r-@.s.i.d ent s
or 47%, responded to a questionnaire covering

JO unnumbered items.

The ages of the participants ranged from 64 to 92.
Preparatory steps had to be taken before the presentation of the questionnaire· to the residents.

IJ.'he steps were as

follows a
1.

Interview with the administrator of Plymouth
Square.

Without his help and approval, it

would have been impossible to conduct this surveyw
2.

He submitted my request with his endorsement
to a.resident committee of :tO persons who
agreed to allow me to conduct the survey.

J. The administrator suggested I talk with one of
the residents, a former Dean of.the Graduate
School, University of Pacific, in order to obtain
his suggestions and support as to the best way
to motivate the residents into wanting to be a
part of this survey.

The ex-dean is a member of

the resident committee.

He reviewed the quentions

and approved most of them.
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He felt the residents

would hesitate referring to an income category.
My contact with him was a trial run of "the test.
His suggestions weres
·a.

Do not use the term aged or elderly when
referring to the residents.
retiree.

Use the term

Explain that the survey is for

retirement planning.

Do not use the term

research because some people would think
they were being used as guinea pigs.
b.

We agreed the best time to submi"l:; the
questionnaire was during the noon hour when
possibly the greatest number of guests
could be contacted.

Several important items emerged from the above
experiences

i.

~f.lhe

2.

The use of a residential committee to handle

importance of the administrator.

requests from outsiders, thus encouraging
social interaction which can flow over into
the total resident population.
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3.

Use of the term retiree rather 'than aged
or elderly in establishing identity.

4.

Non-use of the term. research.

The material thus far presented indicates age segregated
facilities are preferable to age integrated.

It must be pointed

out that in the 3 examples given the residents of each facility
had a similar baclcground.
membership home.

Ethel Sabin Smith lived in a retirement

These women have a similar social and intellectual

status and have the same fraternal indoctrination.

The Armenian

Home serves a cultural group that use a specific language, food
and dance.

By far the majority of residents currently at

Plymouth Square are retired school teachers, therefore, the
educational and financial background

higher than what can

be expected in an average for persons liYing in residential
care homes.
The conclusion of that project was3 a segregated
environment can contribute to the well-being of the elderly.
providing there is some similarity of background, by offering
opportunities for social interaction.
such items asa
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My questionnaire covered

In9ome -

20 residents, 69%, had private funds.

16 residents, 5.3% ~ were college

EdJlCQ.ti_on

graduates or had some college; 14, 4.3%, were
high school graduates or had some high school,
Social Climate -

25 residents, 967;, had more

than .3 friends at Plymouth Square; no one
felt they did not belong or felt uncomfortable
with the'people.
Hoalth -

No one marked they were in poor health.

It has not been my intention to present biased material
in favor of age segrega-ted housing; it happened that way but
I am able to refer to an article which appeared in Time magazine
which supports the concept of age integrated living arrangements.
According to the article, since 1965 in Grenoble, France there
has been an Office of Aged Persons.

It was conceived by Dr,

Robert Hugonot and Philosopher lVl:i.tchell Philibert

~md

has

attracted world wide attention from behavioral scientists and
other interested persons in the emotional as well as the physical
well~being

of the aged.

Hugonot does not agree with the age

segregated retirement villages as found in the United States,

In Grenoble there is a program of "integrated lodging" under
which one of ten apartments in new buildings is reserved for
older people.

Such buildings include attractive, low-cost

dining rooms where the residents eat together around intimate
small tables.·
The project, it was thought, could be a useful
model for the United States since France has long had a low
birth rate and now has a higher percentage of people over 65
than the United States.

But, with the recent drop in the

United States birth rate, our population too is becoming older.
Hugonot and Philibert call their plan "Integ;ration
of the Third Age...

The goal is to help society's retired

citizens (called the Third Age) rejoin students and working
people (those of the First and Second Ages).

It also seeks

to reclaim the elderly (the Fourth Age) who are dependent
and handicappedp by maldng them independent again. ( 1.5 • 93)
Presently, I see only one

p~'IX't

of this Grenoble

project being developed in the United States and that part is
central dining room eating.,

~:here

are various federal funding

programs for housing for the aging which have been established
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by the National Housing Act.

One of these housing progr'ams

provides that any facility using federal funds must provide
one hot meal a day in a central dining room area.

Another

program, provides funding for satellite homes which are located
in various areas of a community such as Oakland whereby residents
in the community may eat in a central dining room area.

Also

being developed throughout the nation, including Stockton, is
a meals-on-wheels program which provides meal service to those
persons in independent housing arrangements.

I cannot conceive

adopting the kind of integrated housing existing in Grenoble
because of the need for the aged to be able to associate with
their peer groups and a one in ten living arrangement is not
a sufficient number especially when we must take into account
the background of each person.
compatible.

They may not be socially

A physical concentration of persons with similar

social characteristics serves to facilitate friendship interaction is documented in a study by Zena Blau.<1 6 s4Z9-4J9)

In

answering the question, should there be segregated homes for
the aged, I submit, a segregated environment can contribute
to the well-being of the elderly, providing there is some
similarity of backgrounds, by offering opportunities for social
interaction.
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During my interview with Dr. Glen Burch, Director
of the

ExtensionSchool~

University of California at Davis,

he pointed out that what we do in our culture is to try to
find an answer to a problem and many problems cannot be answered
in an "either-or" situation.

11

\'/hat I would like to see and

hope this country can do is make options possible for people
in whatever physical, mental or economic situation they happen
to be in."

Dr, Burch further commented he was seeing that

options were being closed to a large segment of the lower·
economic group whereas, the people in the upper economic group
have wider options of where to live and what to do with them ...
selves.

Because of lack of money, it is impossible for the

lower economic group to think of living in retirement villages
such as Leisure World's in California or Sun City, Arizona.
PROFIT vs. NONPROFIT HOWilla
There has been considerable discussion as to which
kind of corporate financial structure presents the best kind
of care, the nonprofit or the profit.
Dahlgren and Jerry Cook of

Educational~

According to Rick
Recreational Associates

of Fresno (previously mentioned in -'che Gocial-recreational
section of the topic Regulatory Agency), the pro11d.etary home
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provides the better services.

Their reasoning is that the

proprietary homes have professional people such as Educational,
Recreational Associates conduct recreational-social programs
whereas the nonprofit homes rely on their voluntary womens'
guild to provide these same activitieso

The volunteers are

not professional and do not have the philosophy of a recreational
program as a foundation upon which to build their activities.
According to Ralph Knight, Director of the Home Departmentg
American Baptist Homes of the West and 1973 President of
California Association Home for the Aged, a nonprofit corporation, he feels the nonprofits are able to provide better
services because of the ::·dze o:E' their operation and because
many are church oriented and, therefore, devoted to the service
aspect.,

I1otds Kuplan, past President of the International

Gerontological Society and founder of what has beconH:l the
California Commission on Aging. states there shouldn't be any
difference between the :nonprofit and the profit homes because
they both have to meet the same licensing s·tandards.
Kuplan' s comments are of course true.

!Vir.

It is a ms:ttt1r of degree

as to what kind of services the profits or the nonprofits are
able to give.
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GOVERNiliENTAL RECOGNITION OF AN AGING POPULATIONa
OI~DER

Ar>'ERICANS ACJ_,

JtL~~

14,

12~2

With the creation of the Older Americans Actw an
Administration on Aging was organized in the department of
Health, Education

&

W.elfare.

Three-fourths of the funds

were designated to states for assistance in the development
of community services,
It is important to briefly cover the evolution of
the Older Americans Act since it represents the development
of awareness on the part of our society in the United States
for the arising need of the aging.

SOCIAL SECURITY

)).~J.

,_,!3_12

In the 1930's it was realized that a greatly reduced
death rate, following the discovery of antiboticsg together
vTith a natural population growth had caused the increase in
the number of older persons.

Spurred by the impact of the

Townsend Movement, which began in California about l9J2 in
congress, the plight of the older person was brought to national
attention with the result of the Social Security Act being
passed in 19J5.(l7a 4 B)
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In 1950 President Truman called the First National
Conference on Aging.

The conference recommended that our

government agencies and volunteer organizations accept responsibilities in meeting the problems of old age.
In response to this

recommendation~

a committee on

aging and geriatrics with a small staff was organized in what
was called the Federal Security Agency.

Following some other

governmental moves, this original small staff was established
in 1963 as the Office of Aging in the Department of Health,
Education & Welfare.
In 1956 President Eisenhower established a federal
council on aging to coordinate the activities of the various
units of the federal government which had continued their
interest and activities following the 1950 Coriference on Aging.
During the decade, several states organized officially
designated committees or commissions on aging and the first
conference of federal-state agencies took place in 1952.(lja 4 9)
As reported

earlie:r.~

in another section, Mr. Louis Kuplan

organized the first big conference on aging in California in

1951.

According to him some 2,500 people participatedJ this
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se-t the wheels rolling in California for programs in the field
of aging,

Out of that conference came the first interdepart-

mental coordinating committee on aging which Mra Kuplan directed.
Following this, the California Commission on Aging was established
with his help through the State legislature,

Because o:f Mr.

Kuplan's pioneering ground work the State o:f California had an
organized body able to receive funding for community projects
through the Older American Act in 1965.
WHITE HOUSE CONFER~Q.ING,

1.26,1.

The Vlhi te House Conference on Aging was authorized
by Congress in 1960.,

Nearly

J,JOO persons attended with the

result that the first major push for legislation along the lines
of the Older American Act was made at the 1961 conference.

(Mr.

Ted Ashjian, referred to earlier as the founder of the Armenian
Home in Fresno and a founder of the California Association
Homes for Aged, was appointed by Governor Edmund Brown as a
delegate to this met-Y'Ging.,)

Senator Pa"t McNamara and Hepresentative

John Ee Fogarty {subsequent sponsors of the OJ.der American Ac·t)
proposed creation of an agency to coordinate programt:l for the

aging.

The Older American Act became a reality in 1.965. (l?s50)
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The latest White House Conference on Aging was held
in 1971.

Following this, in early 1972, there is an indication

that the problems of older Americans may have gained a higher
priority on the federal agenda because Congress more than
doubled the amount of federal funds available for programs for
older Americans.

Congress provided an amendment to the 1972

budget for the Department of Health, Education

&

V/elfare which

raised original appropriations from $42.45 million to $96.7
million, 127% increase.

This shows a new awareness on the part

of Congress for the problems facing older Americans. (5• 2 )
Title II of the Older Americans Act established an
Administration on Aging within tho Department of Health, Education

& Welfare.

Funds can be allocated by this department for

commlmi ty research projects such as was completed by the
University of California Extension School at Davis.

This

project was termed the Chico Study and I discussed it with
Dr. Glen Burch, Director, University Extension School, University
of California, Davis.

The project was designed to discover

ways and means of assisting interested local community leaders
in selected north central California communities in improving
the options for living by the elderly in their respective
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communities.

Chico was chosen primarily because it had a

college that could provide student aides and professional
staff.
One of the points brought out in the summary of the
study was that the oldsters interviewed did not appear to be
"joiners".

Only half of them participated in any kind of club,

organization or informal social groups.

'I'his point was of

particular interest to me since in my aforementioned research
project conducted at Plymouth Square, Stockton in 1970, 53%
of those questioned listed no involvement in any organization.
'l1he

other '+7% listed mainly social

teachers.

organiz~tions

and retired

It should be pointed out there is a high predominance

of teachers at Plymorrth Square.

I am inclined to believe that

the majority of today's elders were not "joiners" primarily
because they were too busy in a work oriented ·society and were
not interested in causes or organizations unless they were
specifically influenced by someone in that organization or
were dedicated to that specific cause.

It is my belief that

within 20 to 30 years the elderly will be "joiners" because
of the current direction to get pe01)le socially involved in
their• communlties such as described in the Chico study.

The purpose of the Chico Study was to emphasize
involvement of community members and leaders in the study
process, thereby increasing local understanding and allowing
for the possibility of subsequent study for action.
Recommendations resulting from the Chico Study ares
1.

Need for pre-retirement counseling and courses.

2.

Better low-cost housing, such as senior hotels,
planned retirement community and noninstitutional
boarding homes.

Need for housing authority to

mal\:e its services known.
),

Benches at bus stops, bus service on Sundays,
chartered bus trips to nearby points of interesto

L:-.

Central clearing house and educational information
center to coordinate services available and refer
older adults to appropriate agencies.

5.

Extension of friendly visitors program.

6.

Telephone reassurance service to discuss problems
and talk to those who are isolated.

In addition to the information contained in the Chico
Study, my purpose for including this is to show the importance
of the Older American Act in financially helping to initiate

studies at a local level, and as a point of reference for the
course participants to discuss the recommendations as they
can apply to Stockton or any given community.

rhe Older

1

American Act had a bearing in the formation of the San Joaquin
County Commission on Aging because it was that 1965 Act which
precipitated the formation of the California Commission on
Aging which serves as a stimulus for communities to develop
action-oriented programs to meet the needs of the elderly.
One of the best ways to learn is through group
participation.

This section,. community organization, provides

an excellent means for the participant to reach out and learn
how this community (Stockton or any community) is organized
to provide services for the aging and if there is an overall
coordinating body to eliminate duplieation of efforts as well
as have the opportunity to explain about residential care homes.
As stated in the History of Residential Care Facilities
in California section of this papert this is a little known
concept of care and the administrator's contacts can be one
way to educate the community.
My interview with Monsignor Timothy O'Brien, Director
of Health and Welfare Services for the Archdiocese of San Francisco,
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developed into a discussion of fragmentation in housing, including
nursing homes, caused by various federal government funding
programs, which does not apply to the development of a curriculum;
but, during t}1e interview, Miss Eleanor Guilford, Executive
Director on Aging, Catholic Charities was present,

The following

are highlights from my discussion ·with her and are presented
as an example of the beginning of a local community organization
by a religious group, the experiences of which were later shared
with other community agencies,
In :1.958 the Catholic Charities of San Francisco saw
the need to have a Catholic Conuni ttee for the Aging.

!<'rom this

committee grew the Marion Visitors, nowadays called Friendly
Visitors.

The first training for the Marion Friendly Visitors

was conducted in 1962,

Following this, the Marion Friendly

Visitors helped start a group in cooperation with the Jewish
Family Service and the San Francisco Department of Social Services.
Out of this beginning there has developed the Agencies Coordinating
Friendly Visitors and Volunteer Service for Older Peopleo

This

coordinating group is comprised of the Catholic Committee on
Aging; Council of Churches; State Department of Social Welfare;
Community Services Section; Department o:f Social Services of
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the City and County of San FranciscoJ Volunteer. Bureau;

~elf-

Help for the Elderlyr Self-Help for the AgingJ and San Francisco
Senior Citizens.

A by-product of this visiting service of

volunteers is an assessment of the quality of care given by
those facilities caring for the aging and aged.

Miss Guilford

particularly mentioned the poor conditions in the nursing homes.
As further evidence of what Miss Guilford indicated
about poor conditions in nursing homes, I wish to refer to
the Sacramento Union which ran a series of articles on poor
conditions in nursing homes in February 1973o
"Major ref~rms are needed soon to remedy
a chronic condition of neglect and indifference
which exists in many California nursing homes,
including some of those which care for nearly
3,000 elderly in Sacramento County."(lSt1)
This was about the same time that a series of State legislative
committee public hearings were being conducted on the nursing
homes.
As previously referred to in the Foreword to this project,
it was the poor conditions in nu:r.·sing homes which led Ralph Nader
to investigage themo

:Phe State Department of H<O!B.l th

1

i~;;

cnrrently

reorganizing in an attempt to eliminate poor conditions vThich
existo

Unscheduled visits by licensed representatives are being
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made at different hours in an attempt to evaluate services,
Monsignor 0' Brien r;;tated that unscheduled visits were necessary
in order to check on care given patients.

Licensing representatives,

through their·department, have the authority to bring poor
facilities before local district attorneys in order to close
them.

This holds true for residential care homes.
Administrators who are trained in operating facilities

are in a position, through gentle pressure, to upgrade the
operation of all residential care homes

~ith

possibly a resulting

spillover into the nursing home sector) by encouraging all
administrators to enroll in a training course for administrators.

CURIUCULUM UNIT IV

SOCIAL INPUT = PSYCHOLOGICAL OUTPUT

SOCIAL INPU1r

= PSYCHOLOGICAL

OU'l1PUT

"All professional, technical and related
personnel working with older people should
have specific knowledge of the.processes
of aging and needs, characteristics and
behavior of those in the later stages of
life. 'l here:rore, it is essential that
knowledge of both the individual and societal
aspects of aging be extended as rapidly as
possible~
Further, that appropriate elements
of this knovrledge must be buiJ.t into the
educational experience of every individual
from early life onward."
1

Policy statement and recorn.mendation
from "The Na,tion and Its Older
People, Report of the White House
Conference on Agingu, J·anuary 9-:1.2, 1961
OB.JECTIVES I
1.

To be able to discuss the role of culture
and its social implications in determining longevity.

2.

To be able to assess the progressive differentiation
of the social system over· time and man's adaptation
to it.

3.

To be able to evaluate the concept of social
system and its sub-systems o:t' rol{-;s, status,

-9.5-

reference groups and norms from early
childhood to old age.

4.

To be able to discuss how culture affects
·the behavior of the agedo

ACTIVITIES a

3 page boolc review.
2.

List examples of significant roles residents
can play within the residential care home.

J.

Observe at least 8 times in a pre-school
education setting, children's behavior and
what techniques are used by teachers to
maintain control.

In this same setting

observe program activities used to motivate
children into learning experienceso

Write

a report on these observations noting techniques
used by the instructor which can be applied
to program planning or aids in motivating the aging.

GRADINGs
1.

Evaluation of J written reportso

2.

Class participation.

J.

Attendance.
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Throughout this section on social psychological aspects
of aging, I will often refer to Ethel Sabin

Smith~s

book

The. ,Dyp.?,mics. of, Agip,g, as well a:s upon an interview with her
on May 27, 1973 at her residential care

home~

Her book written

in 1956 was the most readable, common sense, stimulating book,
out of 15 that I read, while doing research into literature in
the field of social interaction of the aging.

Two years following

my reading of this book, I had the good fortune of meeting
l\Irs. Smith and subsequently, recorded an interview with her.
She is a role model for the aging.

I was delighted to learn

that I was correct in my evaluation of her book because she told
me it was translated into Swedish about 15 years ago and at that
time was distributed to each Swede upon attaining the age of

65.

In addition to this, portions of the book have been translated
into Norwegian and currently, one of her former students is
translating appropriate sections into Japanese beeause the
Japanese are beginning to have a problem with their aging popu-.
lation, especially since the younger generation is going through
a cultural change of

h<~coming

more independent from their family

ties which in the past have been basic to Japanese family lifeo
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The aging have the same basic needs as persons in
any other age &rroup.

Emotionally, they need love g security,

status, acceptance and new experiences to continue their
psychological existence.

Culture may have a bearing on the

age of death.
Before discussing the actual subject matter, the terms
aging and aged need to be defined.

Based upon my general

observations over the past 5 years of residents living in
residential care homes and many senior citizen groups, as .well
as friends, has brought me to the conclusion that the aged group
begins at approximately age 86 and shortly will be 90.

This

means those persons who are bordering on senility (sometimes
lucid, other times forgetful and childish).

Mrs. A.M.G. Russell,

Chairman of the California Commission on Aging, in a paper
entitled "Some New Patterns in Senior Activities" which she
prepared for the Life Space Conference held at the Center for
the Study of Democratic Institutions stated, "Today's older
group divides itself into three dif:t'erent age and interest'
segments and expects opportunities and programs geared to
the needs of each group.n

She did not define the age groupings.

It seems to me age groups could fall within the .following

patterns, at least it is a starting point for a structure•

65 - 75

(These persons are active and mentally alert)

76 - 8.5

(Signs of slowing in physical activities
and mental alertness)

·s6-

(Continued decrease in physical activities,
forgetfulness, shuffling walk and signs
of senility. The aged)

I wish to emphasize these age groupings are based upon today•s
population for as stated above, it is my belief the aged
grouping shortly. (within 10 years) will start at age 90,

An

article appeared in the Stockton Record concerning a study
completed by the Veterans Administration in Seattle, Washington
which indicates that normal life expectancy in coming decades
will be increased to 120 increased to 100.(!9: 1 )

140 years if the retirement age is

Ethel Sabin Smith, in her book, refers

to Dr, Aa J. Carlson, University of Chicago, an imminent·
physiologist, "who granted that man had a potential to live
~o

be 150 but believed that 100 was a reasonable figure for

gerontology to shoot for on the grounds that a significant
number of people (roughly 1 in .331000 in the

u.s . )

actually

live to be 100 and there ls nothing intrinsic in the aging
proceBs to prevent others from doing so."( 2 0s 64 )
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It is a

known fact that the heart is a muscle and should be able to
beat until approximately age 120.

These extended years will

be accompanied by a high de·gree ·of competency which is understandable because our aging population in the future will be

far better educated and have the advantage of retirement programs leading to more financial stabj.li ty which will allow
for more options for living than those persons who are in the
aged population at this time.

The Stockton Record article

further states that Dr., Roy H. Hamlin, a research psychologist
at Danville, Illinois Veteran's Hospital has found indications
that people live for as long.as they feel needed.

According

to him, "the utility ceiling set by a given culture determines
the age of death."(i9al)
Margaret Clark and Barbara Anderson in their book
C~!Jj;.u_r~-g~nd

A_ging presented the theme that the major factors

in longevity are cultural rather than biological*

They referred

to the fact that our culture provides almost no statuses to
). . 1 w:t. t hrep 1 ace th
· ose 1 os t or h ave b ecome nom:,.. unc t.1ona1(a 21 ;.::;.OCla

drawal.occurs because of 'the lack of opportunities to participate
in social life.

They made the point in the:i.r book that "mental

health ln old age is positively correlated with continuous

and active social involvement in the post 60 years."
According to a 1970 presidential task force report
on the mentally handicapped in ·the United States, "People over

65 make up almost JO% of the residents of public mental
hospitals and they constitute almost 20% of all first admissions.
However, much of the mental impairment in the over 65 population
springs from the individual's responses to the normal physical
changes of aging and perhaps more, to the reduction of opportunities for human contact.

Boredom is frequently a contributory

factor."(ZZsZB)
Dr. James El'l Birren, Executive Director of' the Andrus
derontology Center- University of Southern California, in a
study comparing young adults with elderly persons reached the
following conclusions&
1.

"These data suggest that the average persono-..
need not expect a typical deterioration of
mental functioning in his later years. The
expectation is •••• that given good health and
freedom from cerebral vascular disease and
senile dementia 11 individuals can expect mental
competence to remaln at a high level beyond
the age of 80,"

2.

"Although there is a decl.ine in speed of response,
there is no gradual decline in general mental
ability with aging."(23&31)
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Again, referring to the work of fviargaret Clark and
Barbara Anderson, the major goal of their study was to explore
patterns of reaction to stresses of old age.

To follow through

on the point of reaction to stresses, Appendix 3 shows a chart
designed by Cletus Krag, M.D. of Stockton on "How the Emotional
Stresses of Aging Can Result in Illness and Premature Death".
An indication of the importance of culture is shown
in the January 1973 National Geographic in an article written
by Alexander Leaf,

M.D.~

Chief of Medical Services at

Mass~

achusetts General Hospital and a Professor at Harvard Medical
School.( 24 ' 118 )

Dr. Leaf visited the best

where the centenarians

live~

~nown regions

These regions are the Andean

Village of Vileabamba in Ecuador 1 the land of Hunza in the
Karalwrain range in Pakistani controlled Kashmir and Abkhazia
in the Georgian Soviet Socialist Republic in the southern
Soviet Union.
He interviewed persons over 100 years of age; one
person he judged to be between 1J1 and 141,
in an agrarian setting.

These people live

Dr. Leaf was particularly interested
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in the dietary habits in the three areas of study but he was
unable to arrive at a conclusion, because the eating habits
of one area contradicted those of another.

He found that the

elderly in the three areas shared a great deal of physical
activity because of traditional farming and household practices,
In addition, they climb many hills which contributes to cardiovascular fitness.

(Areas are all situated in mountainous terrains.)

"A striking feature common to all three
cultures is the high social status of the
aged,e~there is also a sense of usefulness~··
Even those well over 100 for the most part
cont.inue·to perform essential duties and
contribute ·to the economy of the community, ••
In addition the aged are esteemed for the
wisdom that is thought to derive from long
experience, and their word in the family
is generally law o" ( ZLH 11 3)
None of the communities have a forced retirement age and the
elderly are not shelved as occurs in most of our industrialized
societies..

It is apparent that these cultures have high social

expectations for their aging.
Broken down in terms of norms, roles 1 status and
reference group, the cultures studied by Dr. IJeaf have the
following in commona
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1.

NORMS {defined as expected behavior) ..
interest in opposite sex, drinldng wine,
physical activity·such as employment and
walking.

2.

ROLES {roles are related to norms and can
be defined as a division of labor or
specialized positions within social groups
in the carrying ou-t of tasks) - farmers,
housekeepers and caring for children,
privileged position within household - often
an extensive household - contributing
member to economy of the community.

)o

STATUS

(position in the social order) - high

social status oceupying central position
within family group; esteemed for their
wisdom (in Hunza, population

40,000~

state was governed by a council of

the

~~twenty

wise old men.")

4.

REFEHENCE GROUP (collectivities, present or
symbolic~

which serves as standards for an

individual's behavior and with which he identifies)
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those 100 years of age and over who are
recognized for their wisdom because of
their age.
My review of this article is directed towards the social status
afforded the aged and how this cultural aspect can lead to longevity.
CULTURAL REJECTION OF IJ.1HE AGING AND THE AGEDs

Western cultures, particularly the United States, seem
to create out of the later stages of life a kind of anticlimatic
superfluousness which may be thought of as the outliving 6f
usefulness.

This is partly an outgrowth of a culture's orientation

to youthfulness.

It is the immaturity of the young, aided and

abetted by the permissiveness

of

their elders, that imposes

upon the young a "here and now' philos.ophy of life which looks
1

upon the later years at best as a time of antiquated old foggies
with one foot in the gr.ave.

Mandatory retirement came about

through the introduction of the Social Security Act in 1935.
Society forces inactivity, isolation, and

depE~ndency

upon many

older people while failing to make appropriate preparations
for the new and pressing needs brought by retiremento

Usually,

both the individual and his community (including his employer)
aro blameworthy i'or such lack of preparedness.
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Since people

have varying capacities at any fixed retirement age, it is
unwise to forcibly retire them on the basis of age alone.
The best time to begin to prepare for retirement is
during a child's earliest years, when personality is being
formed, when healthy attitudes toward aging can be developed
and when in·t;erests can be stimulated which can bring gratifications throughout life.
In order for the administrator of a residfmtial care
home to be able to grasp the behavior of the residents, he
must be able to understand that aging is a process of living
in time from conception until death.

Living is a lifelong

continuum of adaptation; therefore, he should consider problems
of the aging population as.problems in adaptation whereby the
individual is constantly called upon to rally forth his personality
strengths to meet the demands made upon him by the stresses of
everyday life.

Behavior at each stage of the life cycle is a

ftmction of continuing interaction between the individual and
his social world.
PRE-SCHOOL CONCEPTS TRANSPOSED INTO THE BEHAVIOR OF
THE AGING IN ~:HE FUTUREs
The aging of tomorrow will be entirely different from
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the aging and elderly of today primarily because of the emphasis
on pre-school education prog;.cams which received their impetus
in 1965 with the development of ·the federal government sup1Jorted
Head Start programs.

J.lhese Head Start programs were formerly

1

under the Office of Economic Opportunity but have been changed
to operate as the Office of Child Development under the
Department of

Education & Welfare which will give the

Health~

program permanency,

u. s.

It is important to briefly present a picture

of what is going on nationally in the day care field since it
will apply to the aging of the

future~

In retrospect, if those

aged of today could have had.the benefit of the current programming for day care services, there is li ttlc~ question in my
mind thai; they would be able to interact with each other and
be far more responsive to ·their environment than they currently
are.

Day care programs are committed to promoting the intellec-

tual, emotional, Goc.i.al and physical brrovrch and development
of each child in care

Q

The children begh1 to explore the world

about them through books, musict play, creative activities,
visits in-to the community (or community representatives visiting
them) and through experimerrt;s with nature and science.
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Their

physical needs are provided for by nutritious diets, rest
periods, physical activities and health supervision.

(This

sentence could be transposed and used to describe care in a
residential care home.)

Some objectives of the day care

program are a
1,

Develop awareness of persons outside the
family and the neighborhood.

2.

Develop the ability to work and play with others,

J,

Arouse interest in a wide variety of literature,

l.~.

Stimulate the discovery of the environment
outside the home and the neighborhood.

5.

Develop realistic conceptions, as the result
of their own experience about themselves,
about people in the home? the neighborhood
and the community; and, about the events that
take place in

each~

Day care prog;rams use various activities to provide
children with social experiences that will prepare them to
enter into and enjoy social relationships, to accept social
responsibilities, and to understand and respect social differences.
Some of the activities are developing respect for the rights
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of others and developing the desire to share and to take turns,
In the paragraph that follows, the term resident is used in
each place where the word children or child
Day·

appears~

care progl""ams engage in an almost endless variety

of activities that are designed to help children (resident)
develop images of themselves as competent, respected persons.
Perhaps the three essential provisions that make the others
possible are theses
1.

The selection of staff members who evidence
the ability to accept each child (resident)
as a unique person,

2.

The maintenance of ratio of adults to children
(residents) that permits each child (resident)
to have the amount and kind of assistance
that he requires.

3.

The continuous effort of all staff to develop
each child's (resident) confidence in his
ability to master the knovJledge and skills
he requires to function responsibly and happily
in his world.
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Ethel Sabin Smith in !he

D~~~~

of AEing developed

the theme that the individual must be certain of his own worth
in old age.

The need to preserve status in ones own eyes and

.

in the eyes of others is a paramount necessity for human happiness.
It is through the educational process that the worth of the
individual can be developed.
tirement.

There must be education for re-

It would be easy in the pre-school formative years

to start training for longevity.

Mrs. Smith proposes education

could start with teachers assessing the potentials of each
child through psychological and vocational testing.

Teachers

could then develop the strengths which the results of the test
indicate 1 thereby, there could ensue lifelong training along
lines of individual interests and capacities.
the inner resources of man could be developed.

'l'hrough education
Today we have

a generation of old people who have, by and large, few inner
resources because they have not been educated to use their
20 extra years and without that education those years become
a burden to the individual and society.( 2 0s65-68)
Mrs. Smith observes that unsuccessful persons often
adjust to old age and to retirement better than the succesnful.
The reason for this is that there is no longer the need to
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compete in society and risk failure.

The unsuccessful need

no longer exert himself and fail to measure up to the productivity
or personality of others.< 2 0ti7)

In other words, the social

expectations for those who have been. unsuccessful are less
than those who have been successful.
She frequently refers to the works of A. H. Maslow
who recognized the hierarchical organization of human needsq
On the first level, the basic physiological requirements for
continued existence must be met such as need for food, before
needs on higher levels can emerge or function.

On the second

level, there is a need for safety from external dangers so that
housing becomes a necessity.
need to be loved.,

At the third level there is a

The fourth level is the need of self-respect

which blossoms from the experience of being loved and of loving
in return,.

Self-respect includes both self-esteem and the

esteem of others.

The fifth need is for that of self-realization.

She pointed out that a particular significance in Maslow's
theory is that incli vi duals whose basic needs have been satisfied
in secure and affectionate homes in childhood are able in later
life to endure deprivation of basic needs as long as the integrity of self is maintained$
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The degree to which the integrity

of self is preserved in the aging person determines the
wholesomeness or unwholesomeness of his personality.< 20 •3 4 -J 6 )
During my interviev·t with her, she stated that she
believes that-, "self-realization is the highest goal to which
man can aspire and that his self-realization comes easier
with the peer group than it does with a group of people in
assorted ages ...
Some doubt may exist as to the definition of selfesteem and self-realization.
person attaches to himself.

Self-esteem is the value that a
Self-Realization is when that

value can be shared with society. ( 20 1 L~O)

Selfhood blossoms

and grows in accordance with how man internalizes his external
experiences.
customs.

We internalize the world of nature 1 people ::.-md

We see what we want to see and eliminate that which

is distasteful o

Roles people play in life are important.

Iftrs.

Smith observes the conflict in roles when one becomes old
because, "from where we sit inside ourselves, we still seem
young." <20 a5i)

This is very easy to understand because

a general and vague status change of becoming "old".

'Ne

have

In 1935

with the passage of the Social Security Act we became old at
The Social Security Act was the first definitive action taken
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65.

by society to place a chronological figure for old.

Mrs$ Smith

states, "society shows us the chimney corner and brings us a
footstool.or a shawl."( 20c5i)
can do.

Self-esteem rests on what one

"IJowering of self-esteem is commonly the cruelest blow

which age brings.

To accept the social verdict tha·t one is no

longer an asset but a liability to society goes far to make
one a liability."(ZOs5Z)

"The hierarchy of roles which one

establishes for one's self through the years is not something
to be knocked down like a child's tower of blocks and built
anew in retirement ... ( 20 ' 128 )
'rhere is little question that the incidents of
physical disability may increase with age but

~phyaicians

commonly

overlook the fact th<.:1.t physical disabilities are frequently
the direct result of long continued emotional disturbancea

The

feeling of a meaningless role, that of being pushed aside can
slow digestion 9 block elimination, and in short, make one
genuinely ill.( 2 0s5J)

In support of this comment, I again

refer ·t;o Appendix J, the diag.eam prepared by Dr o Cletus Krag
on "How the Emotional Stresses of Aging Can Result in Illness
and

Premature Death".
Iv1rs. Smith projects the thought that some day
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psychiatrists will eliminate the term senility which denotes
a physical cause and substitute a more appropriate word to
describe what occurs to men and women o:t advancing years who
suffer a loss of self-esteem.( 20 •53)
A curriculum for administrators containing a section
on social psychological implications of aging must cover the
manifestations of behavior of the elderly just as in programs
for early childhood education must include the kind of behavior
to expect when certain circumstances exist,
Through her introspection Mrs. Smith states a selfconcept which is defective can produce an aging person who
uses authority ruthlessly or bi ttf;rly resents as snubs and
insults arrangements others try to make for their comfort.
Occasionally, the aged become vindictive in asserting their
power over others.

Unfortunately, during the. aging process,

many people never become emotionally mature nor educated in
the proper use of power.

Frequently, the aged love to dominate

and are arbi tra.ry and absolute in their value judgments. 'This
love of control is not unusual since the e:-cperience gives the
elderly a feeling of self-worth which they may have had during
previous years.

This need to dominate
·~114-

~ay

express itself in a

personality that is a tyrant or querulen·t;.

As the elderly

feel their power over things and ideas slipping because of
lessening physical and mental vigor, they may become an
arbitrary dictator who cannot endure contradiction.

This

perverted vision gives them a feeling of forceful power.

If

the aging person finds no one to browbeat into submission to
her every whim, she may take her revenge out on the immediate
circle of people by querulous complaints.

A ficticious picture

of being misunderstood and not appreciated is built up.

By

projecting thoughts of neglec.,G and coldness on to those who
surround her, the aged person manages to seem rightfully a
force to herself, thus appearing as an insufferable person. ( 2018 7-BS)
'ralkativeness has its beginning in childhood.

This

habit of using words as a defense against insecurity often
becomes a constant response by maturity and a dominant trait
by old age.

\'lords are the symbol of man himself..

The elderly

who consistently talk and over use words become a bore and
returns to where he was ·when he first started to talk.
Smith calls this the "age of eternal recurrenceo
Children often talk because they feel

neglected~

11

(

l'flrs ..

20 '95-9S)

not in Gpite

of, but because of his talking, the elderly is stlll avoided

and neglected.
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Another type of speech disorder due to a diminution
of the social self consists of talking to one's self.

That

which is natural for the child in the beginning ages of speech
is not acceptable for the elderly who quite commonly say aloud
whatever it is they may be thinking.

The child quickly learns

to inhibit this vocal activity as he learns the use of words
as a means of communication,

We are all prone to this form of

behavior under certain circumstances but such momentary instances
have no lasting significance but when the self is severly crippled
in social relations for a long time, then talking to one's self
is using words without communicative value and is a syrnptom
of something lacking in an individual' s relations vii th his
f e 11 ow man • ( 2 0 g 1 o3-1 04 )

Because some of the behavior exhibited by the aging
is also exhibited by the pre-schooler, it seems to me the teaching
techniques used in early childhood education to change the
behavior of the

tattler~

himself, child who is

gossiping childD child who talks to

loquacious~

could be used under similar

conditions for the aging.
What is more natural than escape into the past if
one's environment provides no role to play and is unloving
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and without sta·t;us.

Almost ·without exception the elderly had

some status and 'Nere more successful in bygone years.

The only

retreat possible from the present is that afforded by the mind
which can take flight into the past.
the latter are common to senility
sexual exhibitionism

~-

Pathological signs of
soiling, disheveled dress,

all signs of early phases of life.

The aged, as with younger groups, are sensitive to
the rejection with which they rnay be met and they react in a
hostile fashion with anger, irritability and querulousnesse
One of the important things to remember is that we age according
to the behavior patterns which we have established throughout
life.

What happens is that those behavior patterns become

exaggerated~t

There if3 much evidence that those who have adapted

most successfully to their life situation during their early
years adapt best to the stresses of the later years •
.A. large number of people subtly reject the aged.

One

reason for this attitude is that the aged are a reminder of
death.

What a person fears he prefers not to think about;

henceg the rejection and denial of the reality of aging.
becomes symbolic of man's mortality and is warded
and avoided ..
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off~

Aging

denied

When the aged discover they are isolated, they search
for needed psychological reinforcements such as recognition,
acceptance, affection and participation only to find that the
surrounding environn1ent has grown disinterested and preoccupied.
Friends and loved ones have either died or moved away.

The

circle of social contacts has grown small and the opportunities
for emotional and intellectual interchange have diminished.
The reality of the situation is that loneliness and lonesomeness
have become the lot of many older people8
PUT riNG RESEARCH INTO ACTION'
1

Someone who is daing something about restoring the
dignity and meaningful role to the aging is Louis Kuplan, a
pioneer in the field of aging not only in California but nationally.
In an interview with him I learned that in 1947 he became the
Chief of the Old Age Security Office in CaJ.LfornJa.

He

organized the first large conference on aging in California
held in 1951,.

An outgrov1th of that conference was the Inter-

departmental Coordinating Committee on Aging which later became
known as the California Conmd.ssion on Aging.

It was through

his efforts that this Commlssion was established through the
State legislature.

In :1.960 he left State employment and moved
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into the area of private employment as a planner for retirement
programs, consultant ill aging, lecturer and teacher.

He has

given courses at the University ·of California, University of
San Francisco and Community colleges.

Currently, he has his

own television show called "A Gift of Time" which is seen on
Sunday mornings at 10zOO a.m •. over Channel 4 from San Francisco.
'rhe television station estimates there are approximately 300, ooo
people that are regular viewers of the program.

The purpose

of the program is to build new images of the older person.
According to the station survey, not only do the elderly look
at the program but also younger people and professional men,
One of the interesting points that came out of my
intervie·w with Mr .. Kuplan was his observation about the interest
shov;n by young students for the field of aging.

He commented

that younger people are interested in the aging :for nur11erous
reasons - some as career purposes, some merely to be able to
do their own planning or in relation to relatives.,

These comments

are in agreement with those I received from Dr. Glen Burch,
University of California at Davis who S8.id that, "people would
be surprised as to the interest shown by young people in the
elderly.

Unlike their parents, they realize they are going to
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be old sometime and they want to see what their communities
are doing for older people.

They respect the elderly."

In his program, Mr. Kuplan interviews the elderly
as to what they do, and important people in the field of aging
such as John Martin, Commissioner on Aging for the.united States
government appointed by President Nixon.
It is increasingly important for the administrator
to recognize the great value of residents retaining active ties
with the community by means of hobbies, recreational activities,
intellectual pursuits and if possible, part-time work which
could be of a volunteer nature.
"When older people are retired, they are
usually not given any status by societya
But the minute you set up a retirement
village ••• there is a now societyo All
ldnds of organizations develop within it
eo• and people develop roles in theretirement community. So on a social-psychological basis, that kind of community
is a useful one for some older people.(Z5sl4)
It is the responsibility of the residential care
home administrator to provide reinforcements for the residents
through an accepting 9 cheerful environment cmd to remembers
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"It is never too late to start to learn
something and I think that you see that
very sharply and clearly in a retirement
home like this, because whether it is
just a new way of doing sornething, a new
recipe, a new stitch, a new game of cards,
whatever it is, somebody wants to learn
it 0 the latest thing."
Ethel Sabin Smith
If!ay 27, 1973 interview
PEO Retirement Home, San J"ose
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CURRICULUM UNIT

V

BIRTH OF A Nh\'/ POJJITICAJJ s•rRUCTURE
VOLUNTARYISM

AND

POLITICAL INFLUENCE

OF THE AGING

BIRTH 01'' A NEW POLFeiCAL STRUCTURE
VOLUNTARYISri1 AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE
OF THE AGING

There are those who may argue as to why a section
on voluntaryism and political Gtructure is included in a
curriculum for administrators of residential care homes.

The

main reason isa an administrator caring for the aging should
be lcnowledgeable about how the aging can and are being involved
in the social structure of society.
the voluntary and political systems.

Two definite areas are
A secondary reason is to

pres(mt an overview of what is currently happening and what
to expect in the future with our aging population •.
0 B.JECT I VES a

1a

Discuss how a vo·luntary agency can influence
the social role, health, occupational productivity
or creativity of the aginga

2.

Discuss the values ·which can be obtained by
becoming a volunteer such' as maintaining or
developing self-esteem.

3.

Assess and evaluate the implications for
developing leadership role::> amongst the aging
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within the voluntary agency by using their
past knowledge and experience,

How can this

contribute to overall community improvements?
L~ •.

. Describe

how the voluntary agency can assist

the aging in maintaining community contacts,

5.

Describe voluntaryism and its role in the
community.

(An offshoot of this is that agency

personnel will become aware of the purpose and
con@unity role of the residential care home.)

6.

Discuss the potential influence and power of
an aging strata upon politics and reversing
the attitude towards a youth--oriented society.

ACTIVITIES:
1.

List all volunteer agencies in the community
and choose which ones to survey to determine
recruitment practices for older persons.

No

more than two class members will contact the
agency executive director or board president.
(Number of course enrollees will determine
number of agencies to be contactedo)
2.

Participate in a panel discussion of the
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recruitment practices for older persons
within voluntary agencies.

Three to five

class members can·form the panel with the
remainder of class members observing and
commenting,

J. Survey as many as possible senior citizen
organizations and retirement groups and
obtain membership figures.
local, state or national

These can be

bodies~

Class will

break down int;o interest groups choosing
which body to contact.
written
L~.

This will be a short

report~

Obtain any copy of the AID.m;:i.Q.an

~..iJ.~:t;JSJn

of

R..o:li5.red Psrsons Ney1. .s ..BJJ.lletin or J'la.tional

Retir._<)_ct

Teaq..t~~rs

]'Jews :~

or other

publication representing older Americans and
·write a brief report on any J.egislati ve action
or political items reviewed.
GR.ADINGt

1.

Class participation in panel discussion.

2s

Class discussions.

3.

Written Reports.

4.

Attendance,
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V.OLUWCARYISM I
Voluntaryism

= Political

Influence

= Democracy.

The course content in this section has a futuristic point of
view.

Because of my having over 14 years experience as a paid

professional within voluntary organizations •• , American Red
Cross, Girl Scou·ts ~ Camp Fire Girls, Heart Association and

7 years as a volunteer (total 21 years in voluntary agencies),
I have a deep conviction in the strength of the voluntary
movement in America.

Our aging population can contribute'to

the continuation of this movement by providing it with new
vitality and strength although along different lines than we
have known in the past, because, the form of voluntaryism has
been changing during the last 8 years with the advent of the
Peace

Corps~

Vista Volunteers and Foster Grandparent Program

initiated by the federal government.

These are not voluntary

agencies in the true sense because pay is received for services
rendered.

The introduction of these federally funded and

sponsored programs has lead the way .for numerous other governmental bodies to start the recruitment of volunteers.

Two such

programs are the volunteer program initiated by the State of
California Dep:::trtment of Mental Hygiene to train volunteers
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to work with the mentally handicapped and locally, the volunteer
services department established within the San .Joaquin County
Department of Public Assistance.

In addition, numerous vol-

unteer programs for the aging have been established through the
California Commission on Aging with funds provided by the Older
American Act of 1965.
In presenting this section on volunteering, it is
recognized that the majority of residents in the small boarding
home ( 15 persons and under) may not be mentally or ph.ysica.lly
able to participate in a volunteer prog;ram but it is not . known
to what extent they might be able to participate unless an
attempt is made to find out.
THE PERFECT VOLUNTEER1
Those persons no longer actively engaged in working
have the time to give to a volunteer activity of their choice.
Availability of time h; one of the qualifications that volunteer
agencies look for when recruiting volunteer personnel.

A

statement often applied is that when you want a job done 1 recruit
a busy

person~

The reason for this is that a busy person is

an involved person and usually knows other persons arid ways of
getting a job done because of his experience and personal contacts,
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but too frequently, this type person does not have time to
fulfill the requirements of the volunteer position.

Volunteer

agencies have not as yet tapped the wealth of experience of
our older citizens,

Older Americans can be trained to do jobs.

Stuffing envelopes is an unexciting example but provides an
opportunity for sociability.
The volunteer agency can provide a meaningful role
for the aging to replace the one that he formally had in the
business world,

A wealth of job opportunities and new experiences

rests within the volunteer agency from those of the policy
making board of director member to that of attending an annual
meeting for the sociability it provides.

The next step from

attending the annual meeting is getting involved in the agency
itself.
Too often we hear the excuse that "so-and-so" won't
participate in an activity because "he never has in his whole

life.~·

In a research project named SERVE (Serve and Enrich Retirement by
Volunteer Experience) this attitude was found to be incorrect.
This project was funded by the Administration on Aging through
the Older American Act.
On Staten Island, one of the five boroughs of New
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York City, SERVE is proving that older volunteers with no
previous experience in volunteer worlc can be involved in regular,
lasting volunteer activity of value both to the community and
to themselves through a group approach especially suited to the
needs of older persons,

It is the group approach to volunteer

service ·that is the unique aspect of SERVE.

Briefly, the details

of the project ares
1.

A survey was made of volunteer agencies to
determine how many volunteers were needed and
willing to use older persons.

2.

The determination had to be made \vhether a
substantial number of older persons could
engage in volunteer ser"(Tice on a regular basis
to their own satisfaction and that of agencies
where they were placed, vti thout ·disproportionate
investment of time by paid staffo

This latter

point is of considerable importance because of
on-going job assignments of staff.

3.

Community awareness and understanding of the
project was achieved through newspaper,

radio~

T.Vo publicity, use of posters, car cards, and
brochures.
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4.

SERVE's staff met with professional and civic
leaders and participated in community affairs.
Recruitment was done in neighborhoods where the
elderly were known to live, existing older
groups such as churches and civic associations,
special interest or hobby groups, older tenants
of low income housing projects.

5. Specific placement opportunities were developed
and agencies prepared to use the volunteers
constructively before they were recruited.
6,

SERVE placed its major emphasis on opportunities
for older persons in >those agencies where a group
of people could be placed in individual assignments on one selected day of the week*

7.

SEHVE planned weekly or monthly meetings to give
the volmrteers an oppor-tunity to exchange
experiences and to gain nev·t insight into the
p:t.lrpose and meaning of their service and nature
of the prog-ram in which they were working.
a by-product, volunteers carried back to the
community an :i.nterpretation of the agency.,
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As

Regular group meetings were important for older
adults since they need a social component along
with a service involvement to get the greatest
benefit from their activity,
In a consumer survey, conducted by SERVE at the request
of the l\'iayor of New York City, it was found volunteers worldng
alone began to lose interest.

Regular monthly group meetings,

providing a form of exchanging suggestions and experiences,
helued maintain interest. ( 26 sl.-5)
.4

Particular mention is made of this consumer survey
because there is the meeting component in it which reflects
the philosophy of Jerry Cook and Rick Dahlgren and their program of activities in residential care homes which commences
with a meeting because, "all their lives people have attended
a meeting of some kind or another".
-Social-Recreation section.)
social activityo

(Refer to Regulatory Agency

The term meeting denotes some

The guidelines used by project SEH.VE could

be introduced for other volunteer programs.
As part of this course content, the class is asked
to make a survey of volunteer agencies in the community specifically to determine if an emphasis is placed on the recruitment
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of older people.

If not, what does the executive director think

about this kind of activity and would it be accepted by the
board of directors?
Advantages of having participants contact volunteer
agencies are threefolds
1.

The participants would be able to stimulate
an awareness on the part of the volunteer
agencies of the vast available resources
that could be provided by senior citizens.

2.

The participants might possibly see areas in
which residents of their homes could be placed
or activities in the volunteer organization
that could be brought into the home 1 for
example 9 stuffing kits 1 making bandages,
telephoning.

J.

The administrator,in the course of conversation,
could explain the purpose of a residential care
home vs. that of a nursing home,

In this kind of contact that I am proposing there
could develop an exchange of information about volunteer organizations and the purpose of residential care homes.

In response to a letter that I wrote to her, f.f.irs,
A.M.G. Russell, Chairman, California Commission on Ag5.ng sent
me a copy of a paper she prepared for the Life Space Conference
of the Center.for the Study of Democratic Institutions, Santa
Barbara.

Mrs. RuGsell's paper is entitled "Some New Patterns

in Senior Activities

11

•

As Chairman of the California Commission

on Aging, she is in a position to have an overview of all the
volunteer programs carried on in California through the
California Commission on Aging some of which utilize Older
Amorican Act funds.

She made the point that older people are

showing a diversity of' interests today and that there are a
few specific trends that indicate changes worthy of se:d.ous
consideration if there is to be planning for retirement years
at the end of a longer life and if the planning is to improve
the quality of life.
One of the trends referred to is the changing image
of what constitutes age groupingse

65 were considered

by

In the 1940's people over

the public and professionals to :fit into

a pattern of similar interests.

The seniors themselves agreed

with this judgment and wer(:) willing to accept it.

She observes

that today's oldergroup divides itself into three d:i.fferent
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and interest segments and expects opportunities and programs
geared to the needs of each
the age group.

g".L"'OUP.

IVirs. Russell did not define

Previously, I defined

groups asr the

younger group 65 to 75, middle group 76 to 85 and the aged
group 86 and up although it appears that the aged per se, meaning
senility and failing health seems to be approaching 90 years.
But, there cannot be a firm setting of

boundaries because

some persons in their 90's are mentally alert.

These are my

observations based upon 6 years of licensir1g residential care
homes.
Another trend is the increase in use of senior citizen
centers.

During the 1940's it would take a year or two before

a center would have a membership of 100.

According to 1v1rs.

Russell, a membership of between 500 to 1 1 000 on opening day,
which may reach 2 1 000 to 4,000 in a year, is not unusual today.
The type of prov."'am has changed from one geared to the recreation
and "the tea and cookie variety" to an emphasis on education.
Centers schedule many adult education classes on the regular
semester system.

There may be classes in braille reading,

cr·eati ve wri tingp Spanish conversation, dressmaldng, physical
fitnessp botany, understanding electronics, nutrition, lipreading,

contemporary literature, and current topics.

Most clubs and

centers are operated by volunteer councils, boards and committees
which assumes the responsibility :for the operation.·
Mrs. Russell specifically mentioned a change that
portends the future is the use of the older person as a volunteer.
It was assumed that the senior citizen of the past had no interest
in volunteering and it was thought to be difficult to persuade
him that a need existed for older volunteers and that personal
benefits are ct·eri ved f'rom giving service to others.

Presently,

more than 100 different kinds of volunteer activities are carried
on by senior Californians and Mrs. Russell states the same lcind
of activity i::; duplicated in most other states

g

If people understand that they can fulfill some of
their needs by being a particular ldnd of volunteer, they will,
so to speak, motivate themselves.
present them vrith the

po~:~sible

What we can do is try to

satisfactions they can obtain

by volunteering for a specific job and then hope that these
satisfactions will take precedence in their hierarchy of needs.
People become motivated as they see themselves participating
on a level that will be g-.catifying to them - and the sooner the
possibility of such gratification the better.
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This is not

selfishness; it is a human characteristic.

Service to others

through participation in volunta'l:'y philanthropic organizations
is an antidote for materialism and impersonality and a major
outlet for the aspiration to do good in the world.
combined with the sociability

This,

ofi'ered through group participation,

should provide an image-building strength for an aging person
as well as those who are younger.
At the beginning of this seetion, mention was made
of the Peace Corps.

There is no upper age limit to volunteers

in the Peace Corps.

In the American

As~ociation

Hetired.PP:rsons

News 1_3ulletin, there appeared a story with the subject
"Vfantedc Adventuresome Older Americans to help improve.the
quality of life in sixty nations...

Aecording to the article,

more than 600 retirees responded to the Peace Corps' plea for
volunteers. ( 2 7: 4 )
In closing this topic of volunteers 9 I am submitting
what I feel is one of the best statements concerning the rights
of volunteers that I have read.

It is called Bill of Hights

for the Volunteer and the only information I have on it is
that it was duplicated by the California Commission on Aging,
1108 - 1l!·th Street, Sacramento, on October 29, 1969 •.
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The Bill of Rights&
1.

The right to be treated as a co-worker

2,

The right to a suitable assignment

J. The right to know as much about the
organization as possible
4,

The right to continuing education of the job

s.

The right of training for the job

6.

The right to sound guidance and direction

7.

The right to a place to work

So

The right to promotion and a variety of experiences

9.

The right to be heard

10.

The right of recog11i tion.

POLITICAL INFLUENCE&
Political influence of the aging is such a new
subject that I have been unable to find literature directed
to this topic.

This is understandable because the total field

of aging is a new phenomena.

I have been familiar with the

National Retired Teachers Association but when I realized the
American Association Retired Persons was founded by the same
individual and that the two organizations had the same executive
director~

I became impressed with the future possibilities for

political influence of these two groups joined at the top
by one executive directoru
Bernard Nash, Executive Director of these groups,
in an article entitled "Let's Change The Nation's Attitude
Toward Aging" stated, "We can begin right in our own communities
by influencing programs designed for older people.

And we

need to contact the state units engaged in developing plans
for aging to offer our assistance.".C 2812 )
Mr8 Nash's comment was referring to influencing the
1971 White House Conference on Aging which was attempting to
develop a national policy on aging,

He represented a

member~

ship of 3,195,071 at the end of September, 1971• NRTA 303,671
and AARP 2,891,40o.C 2 9: 4 )

The statement is made in the July-

August Bulletin, 1972 that the total membership is rapidly
approaching 4,ooo,ooo.(J0. 6 )

The January, 1974 Bulletin stated

the combined membership is 6 9 06Ji957 of which J9J»J42 are
retired teachers. (J 1 al)
by

Both o:f these associations were founded

Dr. Ethel Percy Andrus who was the :first woman secondary

school principal in California.
area.

She taught in the Los Angeles

'rhe Ethel Percy And:t;"us Gerontology Center at the

University of Southern California has been named after her.
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The political importance of this group was shown
when President Richard fv'i, Nixon addressed a joint meeting of
NRTA-AARP in Chicago previous to the 1971 White House Conference
on Aging,

This address was the first time a United States

President has spoken before an association meeting,(3 2 • 1 )

In

December 1971, Senator Hubert Humphrey spoke before a joint
conference in Beverly Hills, California during which time an
evaluation was made of the '71 White House Conference on Aging.(J3a 1 )
As an indication of direct political influence there
is an NRTA-AARP legislative department in Washington, D.C.
which testifies for legislation or supports legislation submitted
to Congress influencing programs for the aging.
In addition to the above two organizations representing
older Americans on the political scene, there is also the
American Association Homes for the Aging which as a legislative
committee particularly involved in the field of housing.
doubtedly,

Un-

there are additional active groups, such as those

representing labor unions, but my time frame limits my ability
to do sufficient research on this point.
NRTA-AARP representatives attended both Democratic
and Republican 1972 National Conventions in Miami Beach and
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presented a 51-page report to the platform committees of both
parties concerning action that should be taken in areas that
affected the retirees. (J 4 z6 )

There are 20,000,000 people over

the age of 65· in the United States.

With a membership of

6,ooo,ooo, this means JO% of the aged belong to either NRTA or
AARP.

This is a membership that must be recognized. Lest

it be said that NRTA-AARP do not direct their activities towards
the poor, it must be pointed out that their legislative committee
serves all Americans.

As an example, as was reported in the

June 1971 AARP Bulletin, the executive committee evaluated the
National Health Care proposals that were to be submitted to
Cong-.cess.

One proposal was by the Nixon administration. and

the other by Senator Edward

Kennedy~

After reviewing the plan,

The Association planned an active campaign to enlist congressional support for another type plan which included the comprehensive care benefits for the elderly contained in the
Kennedy Bill and the delivery of a services system recommended
in the Nixon proposal.(35:6)
The importance of the aging population "Nas shown
by the 1971 White House Conference on Aging.
was held in 1961.

The first one

President Nixon appointed Dr. Arthur Flemming
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as the Chairman of the '71 Conference.

Dr. Flemming had been

the Secretary of Health, Education & Welfare under President
Eisenhower and organized the first White House Conference.

In

1971 a permanent Cabinet-level committee under the Domestic
Council, to coordinate existing federal programs for the
elderly, was established.

One of the purposes of this committee

was to insure action on recommendations m.-J.de at the 1971 White
House Conference on Aging.

Committee members included

Secretaries of Housing and Urban Development, Labor, Transportation,
Commerce, Agriculture and the Director of the Office of
Management and Budget,( 2 9• 2 )

Admittedly, the appointment of

the committee does not mean a great deal unless there is
motivation on the part of the committee to hold meetings,but
whether or not this Cabinet-level committee meets, at least
lip service and recognition has been given to its need and
therefore, a need recognized, although it may be ignored.
I have presented the above information on the NRTA
and AARP because I believe it is important for us to be aware
of the strength of those organizations 0hich are concerning
themselves about the field of aging,
Voluntaryism can be organized into a politically
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influential body.

Imagine the retiree involving himself in

a large national Volunta.ry agency and having experience in the
planning and evaluation process thus becoming a member of the
board of directors.

Imagine a predominance of retirees on

board of directors of all national voluntary agencies,

This

control.by the over 65 age group could have a strong political
influence because our voluntary agencies do influence our
social and political systems.

Within a short period of time

it could be that our youth-oriented society could change and
the focus of attention would move from this group towards
building a more productive, satisfying role for the aging in
our society which would help maintain the self-esteem all of
us need in order to live a happy, healthful life.
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Because limitations had to be placed upon how much
I could cover in this presentation, I have omitted important
areas, two of which are in finance and personnel practices
and procedures.

The latter is the most important from my

viewpoint because they are forever bypassed with a slight
cursory reference.

The key to any operation is staff.

Personnel.

procedures include recruitment, selection, placement and
training of people.

Problems dealing with staff that must be

covered in a course of study ares
1.

How to do anticipatory recruiting

2.

How to recruit to meet current staffing needs

J. How to select staff
4.

How to compensate staff

5o

How to evaluate staff

6.

How to descipline staff

7.

How to deal with problems of staff turnover

8.

How to establish personnel policies

9.

How to deal with problems of employee morale
and job satisfaction

10..

How to develop staff, iee. training & orientationG

The Bill of Rights for Volunteers previously referred to can
also apply to paid staff.
The care of the elderly must become as important as
the care of the pre-schooler.

The administrator of a pre-school

educational program must meet educational requirements as
stated in the California Administrative Code Title 22 Division 2.
These requirements are twelve units of program plus three units
of administration.

Educational qualifications for administrators

of residential care homes should not be less than those required
for administrators of a pre-school program.
The best way to describe the role of the administrator
is to say it is changing.

The following is an excellent

description of the administrator's rolea
"The administrator's job has always been
a difficult one but in the decade of the
1970's it will become even more difficult.
One of the reasons for this prediction is
the change in our value system which is now
occurring. People who have studied this
subject believe we are moving from an
emphasis on one set of values toward an
emphasis on another set of valuess
From <:ln Emphasis onz
11 oward Cl~h§..s.\£L.Qn s
InfluencG
Power • e a o o e o e e • • e s • a e • • • o
Group Isolation ••••••••••o•••••9• Group Interface
t

Q

t

~

~

~

~

t

Competition••••••••••••••••••••••• Cooperation
Individual Decisions ••••• , ••••••• Participative Decisions
Denial of Conflict/Differences •• ,. Confrontation of Conflict/
Differences
Game Playing •••••••••••••••••··~·
Indifferent About Goals,,, ••••••••
Uninvol vement Vlith People.........
Dependence on Career Planning •••••
& Growth Set by Others
Vertical Communication •••••••••••
Man as Essentially Bad •••••••••••
Repression of Feeling ••••••••••••
Distrust of Others , •• , •••••••••••
Avoidance of Risk ••••••••••••••••
Focus on Tradition •••••••••o•••••

Open-Authentic Relationships
Concerned About Goals
Involvement With People
Individual Initiative and
Choice of Career Goals
Horizontal Communication
Man as Essentially Good
Expression of Feeling
Trust of Others
Willingness to Risk
Focus on Change"(lOaZ)

While writing this project, I have been sitting in
the unique position of watching the philosophy of residential
care homes start to fade within the bureaucratic structure of
state government.

Areas of concern discussed by two of my

interviewees - Gladys Johns and Ralph Knight - and the 1963
position paper written by members of the State Department of
Social Welfare are coming true,

The residential care home

concept is barely visible whereas the troubled nursing home
industry completely dominates the scene.

Licensing activities

have been :i:-emoved from the State Department of Soclal Work and
placed in a State Department o:f
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Health~

along with Public

Health and Mental Hygiene licensing, established July 1973
by virtue of State legislation.

Residential Care Home Regu-

lations for the well aged now include the mentally handicapped this mixes two levels of care.
My project is an attempt to keep alive and strengthen
the concept developed in the past in California .... that of
residential care home living for the aging.
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Department of Social Welfare

State of California
CARE OF THE AGED

AS LICENSED BY THE DEPAHTri;ENT OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Aged persons who are not able to live independently, but require
some def,.rree of care in a protected living situation other than
their own home, should not be in a nursing home unless their
health condition is such as to require skilled nursing care.
They should receive their care in a homelilce situation which
adequately supplements their failing capacities for self-care
and which is not organized and directed to the care of the ill.
This is the premise which underlies and directs the licensing
of facilities for the care of some 30,000 of California s aged.
It is a premise which, with the resultant specialized service
emphases and the distinctive facility designations, is not widely
recognized and understood. It differs, very significantly, from
the concepts which appear to prevail and to affect thinldng
and planning in some other areas of the country.
1

This difference has taken on special significance, recently,
as we have had occasion to discuss, with representatives of
the Cot1muni ty Facilities Administration 9 the significance and
applic::t.tion of Section 202 of the Hotising Act. Because there
seemed to be an assumption that p<;rsonal services and care could
only be nursing care in a medically oriented facility~ it has
seemed to us important to describe the program of licensed
nonmedical care of the aged in California. We have had other
reasons, also, to believe that wider knowledge of the program
may have value.

In California there are three state licensing agencies. The
Department of Public Health licenr:>es hospitals, nursing and
conva1E~scent homes P which are considered medical treatment
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facilities. The State Department of Mental Hygiene licenses
psychiatric treatment facilities which care for the senile aged.
The licensing prog-ram administered by the California Department
of Social Welfare encompasses residential ser-vices and the nonmedical personal care which, in many states, is referred to as
nursing care. These facilities are known as homes for the aged,
boarding homes for the aged and institutions for the aged.
The history of licensing in California is significant in relation
to this divisio~ of administrative responsibility. California
was one of the first states to require the licensing of facilities
for the aged. The licensing law enacted in 1925 vesting responsibility in the Department of Social Welfare did not distinguish between nursing care and other services~ Establishments
for the mentally ill and incompetent, hovtever, 'Nere the r0sponsibility of the Lunacy Commission until that commission was superseded by another agency and eventually by the Department of
Mental Hygiene. After 22 years of licensing facilities for
undifferentiated care 9 the Department of Sqcial Welfare supported
legislation transferring responsibility for the lie ensing of
medical treatment :facilities, including nursing and convalescent
homes, to the Department of Public Hes.l th.
Since this separation, the Department of Social Welfare has
emphasized the preventive and protective aspects of care of the
aged. The homes licensed by this department are designed for
persons needing a [JUbsti tute home where s;~rvice~:; are available
to support their maximum independence and to encourage their
continuing participation in the activities of normal living.
Those served include&
1.

Socially isolated persons who need or prefer a living
plan where friends and companionship are available.
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2.

3.

Frail persons no longer able to carry housekeeping
responsibility.
Persons who need or want some oversight or personal
assistance of the kind normally provided by
relatives to an aged member of the family.

Size of the Social

Welfp.t~e.. _Pr,ograJn

Homes for the aged licensed under this program are equipped
to serve over 3~,000 persons. These facilities include more
than 3,200 family boarding homes for no more than 15 persons
each and over 300 larger and/or institutional" type facilities
with individual licensed capacities for up ..• to 600 persons •
Thirty-seven percent of the "institutions"'< are sponsored by
private nonprofit organizations and have 72 percent of the
total capacity (approximately 13,000 individual accommodations).
JC

The size of the program has shown a slow steady growth.. · During
the last four years the number of facilities has increased by
six and one-half percent. On the other hand, during the same
period the number of accommodations in institutions increased
by more than thi:cty-seven percent.

The major program goal for both nonprofit sponsored and proprietary facilities is the prevention of mental and physical
illness through preserving the maximum independence of residents'
and their capacity for self-care. To promote this preventive
goal, licensing requirements undertake to protect the freedom
and indE?pendence of the aged residents and to protect and assure
their dignity, respect, comfort, safety and social adjustment~ ·

----------·------------l'<RegardleGs of size a

facility is classified as an institution
if it is operated by a board of directors, operated at more
than one location or if the licens~also holds a license from
another state agency.
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Regulations cover all aspects of the management of the home
in addition to the buildings and physical setting. To protect
the dignity and privacy of residents, no more than two persons
may occupy the same bedroom. ~eals must be nutritious, wellbalanced and attractively served in a central dining room.
Opportunities for social and recreational activities in the home
and the community are also required.
Personal eare must be available for persons who need special
services because of forgetfulness or p~ysical limitations
(eog., blindness or tremor). These services may includea
1.

2.

33
4.

Assistance with medication usually prescribed for
self-administration. (May include routine injection
of insulin to a stable diabetic,)
Assistance with personal hygiene and grooming as needed.
Bedside care during periods of temporary illness
such as a cold.
Special diets of no~technical nature which can be
prepared by the regular kitchen staff. (Technical
therapeutic diets such as a very restricted sodium
diet are not permitted.)

Other areas subject to regulation by the Department of Social
VI elfare include organization and administrative respom:;i b:LJ.i ties P
financing, staffing, social and recreational programs~ etc.
Regulations cover the admission policies and procedures used
by facilities as well as the services which are required 1 those
permitted, and those which are prohibited. The admission or
continued care of persons requiring sldlled nursing care and
related medical services is permitted only if the facility has
an organized unit designated for such care and licensed by
the Department of Public Heo.lth,.

2/63 9
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State of California
Human Relations Agency

History of the
Council of SDSW LicensE~d Homes
for Residential Care

In 1954 an Ad' Hoc statewide planning committee was established
to assist in the drafting of new standards for Aged Institutions,
Membership on this committee was by invitation of the department,
It consisted of representatives from state and local agencies
including Welfare Councils and :C5elected A. I. licensees 1 professional administrators of nonprofit homes and proprietors of
commercial homes. The committ0e was dismissed following its
final meeting in June 1955.
After the revised ::~·tandards went into effect on January 1.5P 19.56,
there were complaints about the new requirements and about
enforcement procedures, primarily from operators of commercial
establishmEmts, who believed they had not been appropriately
represented on the Ad Hoc Committee on Standards. This·discontent finally culminated in the filing of the petition·by the
Nursing Home Association in April 1957 requesting that SDSW
establish an advisory board which would provide a channEJl :for
continuing communication between licensees and the policymaking arm of the department. The SDSW decided to establish
a representative committee of nonprofit licensee::.l and proprietary
licensees with the number of members, roughly, proportionate
to the number of homes licensed by each area office. It was
also agreed that the department would provide a framework for
the selection of members by their peers j.n each q.rea.
!'.l:l.nctions o,;t.,,ihe

Co~_ge

in 1. 2:iZ

From its inception, the committee served in a capacity comparable
to the function of the Hospital Advisory Board which is a
legislative committee (Health and Sa:rety Code~ Section 1408).
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The organization concerned itself with regulations and other
subjects which affect the services to aged persons requiring
out-of~home care, such as training courses for licensees, fire
safety problems and unlicensed operations. Most of the agenda
items were proposed by the department.
The Advisory Cornmi ttee met on call of the department; it was
presided over by a cochairman selected by the committee and a
cochairman who was a department staff person. Committee members
were elected annually during area meetings of licensees. In
Los Angeles and San Francisco regular meetings were scheduled
about every three mo.nths; there was a planned educational program.
Meetings in the Sacramento area, although less frequent, also
had a planned program.
~

in Committee Structure

During the 1959 Session of the Legislature: a Senate Bill was
introduced which vrould have made this organization a legisl:rtive
advisory board similar to th~t provided for in the Hospital Act~
It proposed the same composition as that of the existing voluntary
committee and, in addition, provided for participation of
representatives of boarding homes. Although the bill did not
pass, constderation was given to representation from the homes
licensed by accredited agencies. However, the problem of
selecting participants from small homes has never been resolved.
In December 1959, the department decided to add at least two
interested public representatives. Two community representatives
were appointed by the Director of the department, one from the
Catholic Charities of San Francisco and one from the Jewish
Federation Council in Los Angeles. The community representative
from Los Angeles was later replaced by the founder of the Allied
Senior Citizens Clubs of California.
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In the spring of 1963~ the chairman elected by the Council became
involved in publicity pertaining to the revocation of his license
to operate a nursing home, In the course of this publicity,
he made public statements indicating that he had been selected
by the department to serve as a leader of the committee.
Following this incident, the committee was offered the alternative
of either becoming wholly liaison in nature and abandoning the
title which included the word ''advisory" or of giving up the plan
of democratic self-selection of members. It was pointed out
that the department should select the members of an official
advisory committee. When confronted with these alternatives,
the group chose to retain the plan for self-selection o:f members
and to adopt the name "Council of SDSW Licensed Homes for the
Aging", The rules were amended to reflect the greater autonomy
of the group in 1963.

Under the revised structure, the Council continued to serve the
original purpose of the Advisory Committee in providing a channel
of communication between the policy-making arm of the department
and persons governed by these policies, It affords the department
a testing ground for policy vd.th respect to its practicality
and with respect to wording which will have a clear meaning for
all licensees. The Council continued to be helpful in promoting
program objectives and in encouraging the acceptance of standards
by the total licensee group.
ff:e0tings have been held at rec;ular quarterly intervals • Department
staff persons do not serve as cochairmanp brrt Council meetings
are held only with the presence of SDSW staff. Agenda items
have been proposed by the group. The department continues to
provide secretarial service, and area offices continue to ''host"
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the administrators' meetings at which elbctions of members are
held. Although members must pay their ovm expemws for
meetings, attendance has continued to be good and com:dstently
well above the quorum of 11. lViembership on the Council has
been considered an honor by licensees,
Present
Following the appointment
the SJJSW in January 196?,
appointed by him to serve
by their peers. This has
to the Council

of John c. Montgomery as Director of
Council members have been officially
on the Council, after being elected
brought new significance and stature
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HOW 'riiE Ef;JOTIONAL STHESSES OF AGING CAN

HK~ULT

IN

~}

ILLNESS AND PREW!ATURE DEATH

Loss of family and associates
Financial problems
Compulsory retirement
Sickness and disability
Feelings of failure with life's accomplishments
· Fear of the future .

I
j

• UNHAPPINESS---------~

/.

t

J~ I

POOR DIET
~
MALNUTRITION

PHYSICAL INACTIVITY

,I:'I'

PHYSICAL WEAKNESS

l

ANXIE'I'Y &

NUTRITIONAL DISEASE AND DISABILITY

EMOTIONAL DEPRESSION

.~
PSYCHOSIS

J,OSS OF APPEl'ITE

'_y
ORGANIC IIJLNESS
&/OR DISABILITY

stomach ulcers
heart trouble
high blood
pressure

NEGLEC'r OF THE BODY

Vitamin deficiency - confusion
heart trouble
osteoporosis - backaches
fractured hip
V.1ealmess
decreasing resistance to
infections
emaciation
heart trouble
bowel disturbances
headaches

(failure to recog;. .nize
coincidental diseases
when thJ? occur)
FAILURE ~CO OBTAIN
PROPER M~EDI CAL C.AHE
--~ ~
\ DEATH
...

prepared by Dr. Cletus Krag, for Care of the Aged Away
F'rom Home Institute for Operators -- Presentc:~d by the State
Department of Social Welfare in Modesto 0 California 9 October 27-28.
~<:Uiagram
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NlJTRITIOlT Allll !•'OOD 3EllVIGE

Name Qf Inst I. t~utton
AI-180

CJsc No.
Commen.t.

l•TI:E'l'HJG DV·:TJU\Y NEEDS

1.
2.

1111 meals :1rc:

.,____ --·-----------------------

b.

1-!f'::lls sufficient 1n qu;mt.tty :1nct var.tcty to meet:

I
'r--1-·.· ·--------------------

o•

1'ho "tcndC> do nf tho li« tlon.> 1 lloc<eoroh Couno J1'!

b,

1'hc dlctnry needs of.' rcsl<kntr;? • . . . . . . . . _ _

III-181

Til·U~Hi

1___

1____________~--------

Ct." HEALS

1.

Heals served morning, ·noon ilnd cvenlnG?. • . • • • .

2.

/,t least 10 hours betHecn morn:!.nr; <111d cven:tnr;

).

Evening meal includes <1 t: leas{. one hot dish? • •

---- --·---------------me:llB?f-·-- ----r----------------------

If evening me~l served before 5:30 p,m., eveninG
snack also available?,

AI-183

FOOD SEHVlCE

1.

Heals scrvcd in c1intnc; room? , . . . . . . . . . . '1---+--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - -

2.

Tray service for any residents with minor
illness or in lnflrr:J:n'y?
• , , •
*Used fer other
unusual?

3.

rcsi~ents

. . . . · - - --- --------------·---------

only when situ3tlon

Home confcrms ~'.t th prohJ.blt Ion a gil 1nst cafcter 1:"typc scrvlcc? • • • • , • • •
• , . , ••
Suitable dJ::;hes and utenslls m;ed .ln dJnlng :room
and for tray service? . •
. • . • • , • • • •

AI-185

·:---·-··-·-1---------------------

. .-- --'--------

FOOD Pill~SERVJ\TION

1.

Proper mcthod5 fo.llom:d in <my canning,
freezing or dchydrnl;lnc;? •

2.

If t;U'ts of preserved food acccptccl, homo:
a.

Accepts onJ.y uurrcnt year • :; pael< and
disposes of any u1ruscd food at end of year?.

1).

ncfw;es r.on-nc:td vegct:llllcs and rrult:; not
c~l nner.l by pJ. . t~s:-;urc coek lng?, .. . • •

. . . __
_...

-.,.._,

. ..,_.._ ...

__________

·-----~·---·-·-----------

